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PROVINCIAL LOBSTERMEN,
GOVERMENTS COME TOGETHER

LOBSTER VOLUME, VALUE
DEPEND ON WHERE YOU LIVE

By Melissa Waterman

By Melissa Waterman

The Maritime lobster industry came together at a two-day Lobster Value
Recovery Summit held in Halifax, Nova Scotia, in March. The focus of the
summit was the recommendations of a report on the New Brunswick, Prince
Edward Island, and Nova Scotia lobster industry released last November by the
Maritime Lobster Panel. In May, 2013, lobstermen in those provinces tied up
their boats and refused to fish due to the low price offered by processors for
their lobsters. Processors closed their facilities and laid off workers. The economic repercussions of the tie-up drew the attention of fisheries officials in all
three provinces who set up the the three-person panel and called for a report.

Lobster landings may have taken a great leap upward in recent years but the financial benefits of that leap have not been felt equally along the coast, according to data released by the Maine Department of Marine Resources (DMR). The
125.9 million of pounds landed in 2013 brought more than 364 million dollars
in to the state, but those dollars came to rest in different amounts in different
lobster zones. “Where you are in the state gives you a very different impression
of how the stock is doing,” DMR lobster biologist Carl Wilson told lobstermen
at the series of meetings DMR held this winter.
Continued on page 19

The panel members issued a total of 33 recommendations focused on making changes to the structure of the Maritime lobster industry. It recommended
three major initiatives: establishment of an Independent Maritime Lobster
Market Intelligence Institute; development of a Comprehensive Generic
Marketing and Promotion Campaign for Canadian lobster to be paid for by a
levy on harvesters and processors; and development of a price-setting mechanism within the provinces for determining pre-season lobster prices.
“The meeting was designed to review the recommendations from the report,
specifically those applying to generic marketing, the levy, marketing intelligence and the price setting mechanism,” explained Geoff Irvine, executive director of the Lobster Council of Canada. “There was consensus at the meeting
on one and two.”
Whether you fish to the east or the west makes a difference. Photo by Jason Barter.

Continued on page 17

Maine coops working for Maine lobstermen.
Proud sponsors of the ML$A newsletter.
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MEETINGS
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Penobscot Bay Lobster Cooperatives

by MLA staff
In early April the marathon series of meetings held by the Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) with the state’s lobstermen came to an
end. DMR commissioner Patrick Keliher and staff held 11 meetings
from Machias to York in order to convey information about the status of the lobster stock and to learn from lobstermen the specific
issues they anticipate facing this year. Patrice McCarron, executive
director of the Maine Lobstermen’s Association, attended all the
meetings. “I want to commend Commissioner Keliher for holding
them. The Department put a lot of thought into framing the discussions,” she said. “The Commissioner also made a point at the beginning of each meeting to review what he heard last year and explain
what action the department did and did not take as a result. He’s
Continued on page 15
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President’s

NOTES

COASTAL OUTLOOK Thoughts from MLCA President Patrice McCarron

Spring is here and many fishermen along Maine’s coast are
finishing repairs to their gear and have their boats in the
water. While the spring has remained fairly cool, all indications are that the summer is looking prosperous for lobstermen and the businesses that depend on them.
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signature marine species.
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Lobster landings remained robust
in 2013, showing that Maine’s strong
conservation program continues to
benefit the industry. However, the
benefits of the fishery vary significantly in different areas of the coast.
Landings looks at the data which
show the disparity in lobster landings and value across Maine’s lobster
zones. Lobstermen and their communities in eastern Maine have gained
the greatest financial value from the
recent bounce in the harvest.

takes a certain degree of fortitude. In this issue, Landings
features some of the remarkable women who make things
happen at DMR, ably leading the state’s fisheries policy
and management, science and industry communications.
As the North Atlantic Ocean grows warmer, Maine’s fisheries continue to face changes. A guest column by Michelle
Loquine from the Gulf of Maine Research Institute explores new opportunities for Maine’s fishing industry, as
warming water drives different fish species in to the Gulf of
Maine. As these warmer water species become more abundant locally, can the management system adapt to ensure
that Maine fishermen are able to benefit? And Landings reports on a recent meeting organized by Maine DMR to help
coastal communities develop strategies to cope with the
growing green crab invasion.

The winter is finally over and it’s time to

Changing ocean temperatures have
led to some innovative modelling by
researchers at GMRI. Scientists are
using ocean temperature data from
the NERACOOS buoy array to predict
the timing of the lobster shed, signaling the official start of the season and
the large influx of Maine lobster landings. The model predicts that the 2014
shed will begin in late June, similar to
conditions experienced in 2008.
Landings also explores some practical ways to keep lobstermen healthy
and successful. As Ann Backus, director of outreach at the Harvard School
of Public Health, writes, lobstermen
must ensure that they properly maintain hoses and clamps aboard their
vessels, since failing to do so could
lead to significant health and safety
issues. Landings also examines ways
that lobstermen can manage their
day-to-day business operations in order to ensure that each lobsterman
knows more about his own business
than anyone else.

We also review the series of meetings
get back on the water!
Photo by Katrina Johnson.
held by the Department of Marine
Resources (DMR) Commissioner
with lobstermen along the coast this winter. Those meetings highlighted the changes that are occurring in the Gulf In this issue we talk with Carl Schwab of Port Clyde, a lifeof Maine and its lobster populations, changes that the de- long fisherman and leader in the lobster industry. In addipartment is poised to address through development of a tion to being one of the early supporters of MLA, Carl was
lobster management plan. DMR’s scientific surveys now one of the founders of the Port Clyde Co-op. And finally,
indicate that the growth in landings may be coming to an Landings brings you an interview with a Swans Island lobend in a few years, and is pushing the industry to talk about sterman, recorded five years ago when he was 92 years old.
how it can best prepare for this change. But perhaps more Johnny Wheaton speaks in his own words about how the
importantly, the meetings highlighted the Commissioner’s life of a fisherman has changed.
commitment to continue his dialogue with lobstermen I hope you enjoy this issue of Landings. I welcome your
over how they view the future of the industry, rather than feedback!
dictate what that will be.
Managing the multiple fisheries that take place in Maine
—from elvers and seaweed to lobsters and blood worms—

MLCA fosters thriving coastal
communities and preserves
Maine’s lobstering heritage
Send your support to:
Maine Lobstermen’s Community Alliance | P.O. Box 315 | Kennebunk, Maine | 04043 | www.mlcalliance.org
The MLCA invites you to support Maine’s
lobster industry. Donations of $25 or more
include a subscription to Landings.
Donation $
Please note amount. Check or credit card
accepted.
MLCA is a 501 (c) 3 non-proﬁt charitable
organization.
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City, State, Zip
Email
Phone
Credit Card #
Expiration
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GUEST COLUMN: Capitalizing on a changing Gulf of Maine

By Michelle Loquine
Sightings of new and unusual warm
water fish species are bringing the
impacts of climate change closer to
home for many New England fishermen. As ocean temperatures continue to rise, the Gulf of Maine has become more suitable to new species,
opening up new fishing opportunities for fishermen — if they and the
regulatory system can adapt.
Among the early indicators of longterm climate change, distributions
of fish populations along the Atlantic
coast are shifting northward. Since
the 1990s, Mid-Atlantic species like
black sea bass, butterfish, and summer flounder have been sporadically
appearing in the Gulf of Maine. More
recently however, these species and
several others are appearing with
increasing frequency. If the 2012 record-breaking ocean heat wave is any
indication, these shifts should only
continue to accelerate.

Another fundamental regulatory obstacle remains access to permits, in
particular black sea bass and summer flounder. Both of these species
have significant economic potential
in New England if population densi-

In the black sea bass and summer
flounder fisheries, the current permitting structure allocates Atlantic
states from North Carolina to Maine a
proportion of quota based on historical landings. But because these fisheries have never previously existed in
New England, these states are allocated small proportions of the annual quota. On top of these restrictions,
both fisheries are currently closed to
new entrants, thereby leaving just 13
black sea bass and 30 summer flounder permits collectively associated
with vessels home-ported in Maine.
A critical next step for managers will
be to reexamine how state-by-state
quotas are determined and how they
may be adjusted to better reflect the
current species migrations.
As populations shift north and cross
management boundaries, they force
regional management councils to
reevaluate each council’s management responsibilities. Joint fishery
management across councils may
become more common — and necessary. Other potential options include

Michelle Loquine is the Gulf of Maine
Research Institute’s Communications
Coordinator for its Fisheries Technical
Assistance Program. GMRI photo.

splitting or transitioning management responsibilities between councils. Findings from a recent study
suggest that the development of new
fisheries may already be lagging as
a result of economic and regulatory
constraints.
For fishermen seeking to offset recent
losses in the New England groundfish
fishery, access to emergent fisheries
could be an invaluable opportunity.
The management system will do well
to objectively review how the harvest
rights are apportioned under such a
shifting regime, as a way to help ease
current constraints on New England
fishermen and create a more flexible
management system for the future.
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As it stands, the current management system could potentially hamper New England fishermen’s efforts
to capitalize on emerging fisheries.
The management process depends
on the underlying scientific body of
knowledge for its decision-making
and recommendations, and currently this scientific process lags behind
fishermen’s observations of the ecosystem. Similarly, scientists require
a more complete understanding of
changing species distributions. For
example, a better understanding of
precisely how species distributions
are shifting, whether they are splitting, expanding, or contracting, will
help identify or redefine new stock
areas. This information provides for
more accurate stock assessments
and recommended harvest levels.
Ultimately, this new science will help
to better inform management decisions, but it could provide for nearterm frustration as industry seeks to
benefit economically from the newcomers.

ties continue to shift northward (as
they are highly marketable and show
strong ex-vessel prices). However, because of how resource access is apportioned, New England fishermen
are constrained by how much they
can harvest and where they are allowed to land their catch.

RATES
RATES AND BROAD COVERAGE t COMPETITIVE RATES AND
t COMPETITIVE RAT
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COMPE

COMPETITIVE RATES AND
COMPE

But fully realizing these new fishing
opportunities may be complicated.
While these new fisheries signal
promising economic opportunities
that can offset recent declines in
historical fisheries such as cod, they
also present a range of social, economic, and regulatory challenges.
Overcoming these challenges not
only tries the flexibility of the current

management system, but it also tests
the fishing industry’s ability to adapt
to such rapidly changing conditions.
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GUEST COLUMN: More ways remain to buy health insurance
By Eric Jermyn

The Affordable Care Act (ACA, health
care reform law) reformed the way
Americans can buy health insurance.
Now, you can shop for affordable
plans offered by different insurance
carriers on one Web site, referred to
as the exchange. Maine participates
in the Health Insurance Marketplace,
which is the public exchange run by
the federal government at healthcare.gov. You can buy on the federal
exchange, or get a health plan directly from an insurance company, off the
exchange. You can also consult an insurance agent or broker to help you
shop and choose.
When can you buy health insurance?
You can enroll in a health plan only
during certain times of the year,
called open enrollment periods. The
first of these just ended on March 31.
The next one will start on November
15. But you can still get insurance
before then if you experience certain life-changing events, such as a
marriage, divorce, a new baby, or if
you lose your health coverage. Such
events qualify you to enroll during a
special enrollment period, which can
be any time outside a regular open
enrollment period.
What is a subsidy?
If you buy a plan on the exchange,
you may be eligible for a subsidy.

That means the government helps
pay part of your premium, or you can
take a tax credit. Your eligibility for
financial assistance is determined
by your household income and family size when you apply online at
healthcare.gov. You generally qualify
for a subsidy if your estimated 2014
income is below $45,960 for an individual or $94,200 for a family of four.
What if you currently have an
Anthem Individual Plan?
If you’ve had your current individual
health plan since March 23, 2010 or
longer, it’s probably a grandfathered
plan. Grandfathered plans are exempt from many changes required
under the health care reform law.
Both grandfathered and non-grandfathered plans may have some, but
not all, of the benefits required by the

new law. And if you have one of these
plans, it’s because you were able to
stay on it in 2014.
And there’s good news for next year:
newly shared ACA guidance from
the federal government now gives
individual members not yet on ACAcompatible plans the option to keep
their current health plan for at least
another 12 months. Known as grandmothering, this gives our members
more time to understand how health
care reform will work for them before changing to an ACA-compatible
plan.
What you need to do now
If you have an Anthem plan now, be
sure to register online at anthem.
com. This will give you access to
many online tools that help you manage your plan and your health. For

Are you experiencing a life-changing event this year?
A life-changing event means that you qualify for a 60-day special enrollment
period. During this time you can go to healthcare.gov to sign up for a new
health plan or talk with an insurance agent or broker to help you choose a
plan that’s right for you.
Here are some examples of qualifying life events:
• Marriage or divorce
• Having a baby, adopting a child or placing a child for adoption or foster
care
• Moving outside your insurer’s coverage area
• Gaining citizenship
• Gaining status as member of an Indian tribe
• Having a change in income that affects subsidy eligibility
• Losing your health coverage

Eric Jermyn is the director of Small
Group Sales at Anthem Blue Cross
and Blue Shield of Maine.
Photo courtesy of Anthem.

example, you can check on the status
of a claim, or even compare costs of
various health care services to find
the most cost-effective options in
your area. You can also complete an
online health assessment that can
help identify your health risks and
then learn what steps you can take
to make the biggest improvements in
your lifestyle and your health.
If you’d like to know more about the
Anthem plans available to buy starting on November 15, or think you
may experience a life-changing event
this year, you can get help from an
experienced Anthem representative
at 866-906-1406.

ALL ABOUT CORMORANTS
Richard King, senior lecturer in Literature of the Sea at the Williams-Mystic
Maritime Studies Program in Connecticut, has just published a new book
called The Devil’s Cormorant, A Natural History.
King’s interest in cormorants began in 1998 when he read an article about the
slaughter of 2,000 cormorants off Henderson Harbor, New York. He decided
to get a better understanding of the historic relationship between people and
these birds, choosing the double-crested cormorant as his subject.
Historically, cormorants have been viewed as a symbol of bad luck and evil,
especially in the Bible. Shakespeare often linked the birds with the human
emotions of greed and gluttony. The birds, however, have remarkable features. Cormorants can dive and hunt deep underwater, perch comfortably on a
branch or a wire, walk on land, climb up cliff faces, feed on thousands of different species, and live beside both fresh and salt water in a vast range of temperatures and altitudes. King starts his story first in Japan, where he explores the
practice of cormorant fishing. Like a dog or a falcon, cormorants are trainable.

CAPE PORPOISE LOBSTER CO.
INC.
70R Mills Rd., Kennebunkport, Maine

Japanese fishermen train their birds to bring
edible fish to the surface where a trained fisherman, called an usho, takes the fish from the
cormorant’s gullet.
King followed the path of the cormorant to
Antarctica, Bering Island, Peru, Cape Town,
Inishmore Island off Ireland, the Columbia
River, the Mississippi Delta, Lake Ontario,
and the Mystic River in Connecticut. He concludes that the bird’s negative characterization might be due to the fact that its incredible adaptability and success reflects that of
us, Homo sapiens. King is also the author of
Lobster, published in 2011.
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INTERNATIONAL TRADE AGREEMENTS AND MAINE LOBSTER
by Melissa Waterman
Let’s talk trade. We all know what
it means to sell something. I have a
widget, you want a widget, I sell you
my widget for an agreed-upon price.
What happens, though, when I want
to sell you my widget and you live in
another country?
That’s when things get complicated.
Nations use a tax called a tariff to
protect those native industries they
consider important. For example, the
Japanese eat rice and rice cultivation
is a part of the country’s cultural heritage. So Japan has long had in place
tariffs on imported rice to protect
local growers from foreign competition. Those tariffs make rice produced in other countries, such as the
United States, much more expensive
for Japanese people to buy.
Countries also have different health,
safety, and environmental standards for items that they make
which affect the cost of production. Sustainability, for example, is
a hot topic in the United States and
Europe. Consumers want to know
that the fish they buy in the grocery
store was caught sustainably or that
the shrimp they purchase meets certain safety standards. Creating and
then enforcing those standards adds
to the cost of the final product.
So what happens among countries
who want to sell things to each other
but which may have tariffs and different standards for their products?
They make trade agreements.
Trade agreements
One trade agreement with which
most Americans are familiar is
the North American Free Trade
Agreement, an international treaty
agreed to by Canada, the United
States, and Mexico in 1994. That
agreement basically eliminated tariffs on products traded among the
three countries. Its major focus was
on agricultural products but it also
affected other sectors such as textiles, electronics, and automobiles.
Twenty years after the agreement
went into force, the question of
whether NAFTA has been a boon to
the United States is much debated.
In a paper published by the Council
on Foreign Relations earlier this year,
Mohammed Aly Sergie noted that
after NAFTA came in, trade flows
among the three countries increased
greatly, from roughly $290 billion
in 1993 to more than $1.1 trillion in
2012. Today the United States trades
more in goods and services with
Mexico and Canada than it does with
Japan, South Korea, Brazil, Russia,
India, and China combined. Most of
that growth comes from increased
trade between the United States
and Mexico. In 1993, the trade balance was a $1.7 billion U.S. surplus;
in 2012, the U.S. ran a $61.4 billion
deficit (we bought more from Mexico
than Mexico bought from us).
Currently the United States is in talks

with the countries around the Pacific
to enter into a trade agreement.
Australia, Brunei, Chile, Malaysia,
Mexico, New Zealand, Canada, Peru,
Singapore, Vietnam, Japan, and the
United States are in the fourth year
of negotiating the Trans-Pacific
Partnership (TPP) agreement. But
this trade agreement includes numerous provisions that go beyond
NAFTA. The treaty has 29 chapters,
dealing with everything from financial services and telecommunications to standards for food products.
The United States has also begun negotiations with the European Union
for a separate trade agreement,
called the Transatlantic Trade and
Investment Partnership (TTIP). This
agreement would remove trade barriers in a range of sectors in order to
make it easier to buy and sell goods
and services. In addition to removing
tariffs, the TTIP will address other issues, called non-tariff barriers, such
as protection of intellectual property,
technical regulations, and environmental and health standards.
Asia: Trans-Pacific Partnership
(TPP)
Maine House representative Sharon
Treat knows a lot about the pros
and cons of U.S. trade agreements.
Formerly a state senator, Treat is
co-chair (with Sen. Troy Jackson)
on the Maine Citizen Trade Policy
Commission. The commission was
created in 2003 expressly “to assess
the impact of international trade
policies and agreements on Maine’s
state and local laws, business environment and working conditions.”
Maine is one of only three states in
the country with such a commission.
Treat also is an official Advisor to the
U.S. Trade Representative, Michael
Froman. There are about 700 such advisors across the country, organized
in 28 committees, who offer input
to the Representative on everything
from agriculture to the environment.
Many of those individuals come from
large corporations and firms.
Foreign policy analysts generally concur that if agreed to, the TPP would
provide a strong economic bulwark
for the United States against China.
But, argues Treat, that agreement
will primarily benefit large multinational corporations while it may
prove costly to smaller businesses.
“When you talk to [the negotiators]
and read the text that has leaked you
realize that they very much see themselves as standing in the shoes of very
large corporations, the big pharmaceutical, insurance, and banking
corporations,” Treat said. “Those corporations want to reduce the level of
regulation applied to them. They are
very clear about that.”
The TPP alarms people for a number
of reasons. First, the elements of its
29 chapters are secret. The details
are not made public until the negotiations are concluded. Second, it’s a

Trade negotiations now underway with Pacific Rim countries as well as the European
Union could have both negative and positive impacts on the U.S. seafood industry.
MLA photo.

really big agreement that addresses
many non-tariff barriers, such as
copyright law, drug standards, and
investor-state relations. In fact, of its
29 chapters, only five deal with traditional trade issues such as tariffs.
One chapter is the Phytosanitary
chapter. Phytosanitary regulations
refer to health and safety standards
for food items. The United States

has a strong seafood inspection program through the U.S. Food and Drug
Administration and through the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration. “One goal of this
chapter is to make it easier to sell
foreign-caught seafood in the U.S.
without requiring strict compliance
with U.S. food safety standards. If a
Vietnamese company shipping to the
Continued on page 18
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MLA MEMBER PROFILE:

Carl Schwab, Port Clyde
ernment for allegedly breaking the
Sherman Anti-Trust Act and fixing
prices for lobster. Members at the
time said they wouldn’t fish for less
than 35 cents per pound.

By Nancy Griffin
Port Clyde lobsterman Carl Schwab
was born in 1934 and raised in
Greenwich Village, New York City.
Schwab’s father, Irving Schwab, was
a liberal lawyer who defended the
Scottsboro Boys. This infamous case
involved nine black youths wrongly
charged with the rape of two young,
white women in Alabama in 1931.

“We didn’t know it was against the
law to ‘set’ a price,” said Carl. “People
still ask ‘What did it get you?’ and I
say, ‘I never saw 35 cents again.’”

Sadly, Irving Schwab died young, at
age 39. After his death Carl’s mother,
Elsie, a piano teacher, dragged her
son to Monhegan Island, Maine, for
a month’s summer vacation when he
was 11. At the time, all Carl wanted
to do was return to his usual upstate
New York summer camp to hang out
with horses and continue dreaming
of becoming a rancher in Montana.
The cowboy dream ended on the
Monhegan ferry.
“We pulled away from the dock on
the Laura B and something changed,”
explained Carl. After that moment,
all he wanted to do was live on the
coast of Maine. His mother took to
the island as well. Instead of a month,
they stayed all summer, and every
summer after that. Carl learned to
love boats and to fish.
He knew that he wasn’t interested in
a life in the city. “I wanted to drop out
of high school at 16, like many of my

MLA member Carl Schwab overlooking the Port Clyde harbor and the Nancy S.
Photo by Nancy Griffin.

friends in Port Clyde did,” Carl said.
“They knew what they were going to
do—fish—and that’s what I wanted,
too.” He credits his high school principal for changing his mind when
he got into a little bit of trouble. “It
wasn’t much — talking out of turn in
music class or something — but I was
sent to his office. He took an interest
in me and convinced me to graduate.”
The two men remained friends until

the principal died at age 93.
But the minute Carl graduated high
school, he headed straight to Port
Clyde. He’s been there ever since.
Carl stayed in Port Clyde for the summer when he was 16 instead of on
Monhegan. The first house he stayed
in is the house he now owns, and has
owned for more than 50 years. The
second house he stayed in was with a
family on the Ridge Road. His oldest
son now owns that house.
Two years later Carl moved to Port
Clyde permanently, in 1952, intending to continue purse seining and
stop-seining as he had been doing. “I
didn’t have lobstering in mind at all,”
he said. “I went purse seining on the
bigger boats out of Rockland.” But a
friend, Ford Davis, suggested he set
out a few traps.
“A friend had a 13-foot skiff for sale for
$12. I still have the receipt. Another
friend sold me a 5hp Johnson outboard for $100. I bought 50 junk
(wooden) traps for 50 cents apiece another $25. The license cost $10. So,
for about $160, I was a lobsterman,”
Carl laughed.
He set the 50 traps, joined the Maine
Lobstermen’s Association (MLA) and
that was that. Eventually Carl bought
a previously-owned 34-foot Jonesport
lobster boat, the Diana and Don, and
fished her for 13 years. Then he had
the 33-foot Nancy S built by Lash
Brothers in Friendship, launched in
1972.
“I ran into Winnie Lash a few years
ago at Dorman’s [ice cream stand in
Thomaston],” said Carl. “He asked if I
had a new, fast fiberglass boat. I said
‘Remember what I told you when we
launched her?’ I told him then it was
my first new boat and it would be my
last.”
Carl had only been a member of the
MLA for a short time when the first
tie-up happened. “I set the 50 traps
and before I hauled them, we were in
a tie-up,” he recalled. The MLA was
taken to court by the federal gov-

The second tie-up over price in the
early 1970s led to the revival of a longdormant fishermen’s cooperative in
Port Clyde. A group held meetings,
decided to look into organizing the
business, and then bought in for $10
per member. “We talked to different
docks to see if we could lease one. The
last one I talked to was Saul Zwecker,”
Carl said. Zwecker was owner of
Port Clyde Packing Company whose
sardine factory on the harbor had
recently burned. But there still was
a dock. Zwecker agreed to lease the
site to the new cooperative. “It was
fall and our goal was to be open in
spring. We worked on it when we
weren’t fishing, on blowy days. My
boat was being built. It was a busy
winter,” Carl recalled. By spring they
had finished building the bait shed,
rebuilt the dock and opened the Port
Clyde Fishermen’s Coop, operating
with a five-year lease on the property.
Despite his family background as
strong union supporters and his own
favorable feelings, Carl can’t work up
any enthusiasm for Maine lobstermen joining a union. “It goes against
my usual feelings about unions.
Management caused unions, they
didn’t just happen. But in this case,
I’m against it,” said Carl. “Mainly, because I don’t see how it can work.”
In April, the Nancy S sat in his Port
Clyde backyard, waiting for his son,
Brett, to put her in the water. Brett
and Carl fished together for a few
years, while Carl slowly lowered the
number of traps he fished, from 400
to 150.
“He used it to fish full-time and I
used it part-time,” said Schwab.
Now the Nancy S is Brett’s. “She’s in
good hands. Brett’s fastidious.” Carl
stopped fishing in 2012 when his
daughter, Diana, died in the spring.
“That took everything out of me. I
had no heart to repair traps or anything,” he explained. However, Carl
maintains his license and says he’s
not “officially” retired. He allows as
how he might set out a few traps this
year.
He thinks highly of the MLA as an organization that helps Maine lobstermen. “I’m sad that everyone isn’t in
the MLA. I think it’s the most important thing in the state of Maine for
lobstermen. Everyone certainly gets
the benefit of the legislation without
supporting it. Their world would be
a lot different if it didn’t exist,” Carl
said. “Think how powerful it would
be if everyone who holds a license
joined the MLA.”
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
•••

Advocating for a
sustainable lobster resource
and the fishermen and
communities that depend
on it since 1954.
President: David Cousens
So. Thomaston, 207.594.7518
1st VP: Jim Dow
Bass Harbor, 207.288.9846
2nd VP: Kristan Porter
Cutler, 207.259.3306
Sec/Treasurer: Arnold Gamage, Jr.
So. Bristol, 207.644.8110
Directors
Bob Baines, Spruce Head, 596.0177
Dwight Carver, Beals, 497.2895
Gerry Cushman, Port Clyde, 372.6429
Jim Henderson, Camp Ellis, 468.4363
Robert Ingalls, Bucks Harbor, 255.3418
Mark Jones, Boothbay, 633.6054
Jason Joyce, Swan’s Island, 526.4109
Jack Merrill, Islesford, 244.4187
Tad Miller, Matinicus, 372.6941
Willis Spear, Yarmouth, 846.9279
Jay Smith, Nobleboro, 563.5208
Craig Stewart, Long Island, 846.3158
Elliott Thomas, Yarmouth, 846.6201
John Williams, Stonington, 367.2731
Donald Young, Cushing, 354.6404
Jack Young, Vinalhaven, 863.4905

MLA DIRECTORS MEETING SUMMARY
The MLA Board of Directors met on April 9 in Belfast. The
Directors approved the financials and discussed other
MLA business. Patrice presented an update on the status of
legislation affecting the lobster industry, and on efforts to
reach out to the Department of Marine Resources (DMR)
and the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative (MLMC)
to coordinate media strategy for the lobster industry. She
stressed the need to keep the message positive and cited
much reason for optimism this year following the Boston
Seafood Show, reports of improved demand from buyers at
Maine coops and the formation of the MLMC. The MLMC
met in early April and has selected a small group of candidates to interview for the Executive Director position.
The Commissioner’s series of 11 meetings with the lobster
industry concluded on April 7. The meetings demonstrated his continued commitment to bring information to the
lobster industry and to have a dialogue about potential
changes. The 2014 round of meetings included an overview
of lobster science programs, the need to develop a fishery
management plan for the lobster industry and a discussion
on latent effort. The meetings attracted over 500 partici-

for lobstermen so that it may better understand the industry’s concerns (the meeting took place on May 2 in Belfast).
It was also noted that the start date for the Royal River
dredge project has been moved to October. MLA Directors
in the local area will continue to monitor that project. The
MLA will participate in a meeting on North Haven in April
to discuss the Penobscot River lobster closure and the
Searsport Dredge proposal.
The Board engaged in a lengthy discussion expressing
strong concern over the University of Maine wind project.
They raised questions and concerns over how the project
will benefit Maine, and what it could cost the fishing industry. At this point, the University is still waiting to learn if
it has received federal funding to move forward. The MLA
will again discuss this issue after we learn if the University
receives funding.
The MLA has been working with Maine’s Congressional
delegation to request funding for safety training in the
Coast Guard bill. MLA will once again reach out to the delegation on the excessive requirement to require life rafts to
be repacked each year. MLA also continues to engage the
delegation about exempting lobster boats from discharge
permit requirements slated to begin later this year.

Maine Lobster Fishery Summary
2014 Zone
Entrants

Exit Raos

Zone A

10

(licenses rered)

Zone B

2

(licenses rered)

3:1

# remain on
waing list
(2014)

Acve licenses
(2012)

Latent licenses
(2012)

Student licenses
(2014)

Landings

Value

51

860

320

200

28,030,532

$73,387,003

61

497

139

129

17,983,766

$51,940,092

769

265

148

32,977,489

$93,510,074

60

838

330

139

24,079,841

$72,040,792

26

351

173

58

6,162,778

$18,960,799

45

598

362

125

12,273,940

$39,130,080

59

287

167

48

4,251,079

$14,975,355

847

125,953,877

$346,518,516

5:1

Zone C
5:1
Zone D

3

(4,000 tags rered)

Zone E

1

(3,000 tags rered)

Zone F

2

(4,000 tags rered)

Zone G

1

(4,000 tags rered)

TOTAL

19

5:1
5:1

Staff
•••
Executive Director
Patrice McCarron
patrice@mainelobstermen.org
Navigator
April Gilmore
april@mainelobstermen.org

Executive Assistant
Sarah Paquette
sarah@mainelobstermen.org

Maine Lobstermen’s
Association
203 Lafayette Center
Kennebunk, ME 04043
info@mainelobstermen.org
207.967.4555
www.mainelobstermen.org

Board of Directors’
meeting schedule
All meetings take place at
Darby’s Restaurant, Belfast.
May 7, 5 p.m.
June 4, 5 p.m.
July 2, 5 p.m.

5:1

302

Source: Maine DMR (April 2014)

pants statewide, and generated a lot of constructive discussion. MLA staff attended all of the meetings, and noted
that strong regional differences and priorities remain apparent along the coast. Lobstermen throughout the coast,
however, expressed their gratitude to the Commissioner
and DMR for continuing the conversation with the industry, and for not trying to force a specific agenda down
people’s throats. The DMR has stated that this summer it
will begin the process to get a lobster management plan in
place, and will draft ideas to deal with latent effort based
on feedback from the industry meetings. Regardless of
DMR’s actions, the MLA must prepare for issues relating to
entry into the lobster fishery which will likely be brought
before the Legislature during the next session.
A second public information meeting on proposed improvement dredging of Searsport Harbor was held in
Belfast on April 8 by the Army Corps of Engineers at which
strong organized opposition to the proposed dredge project was present. The Board affirmed the MLA’s strategy to
hold an informational meeting, for lobstermen only, to ensure that lobstermen understand the proposed dredge project. The MLA is inviting experts to explain what is known
about the Searsport Dredge proposal and how it might impact the local fishing community. The meeting will offer a
non-political, non-activist environment for lobstermen to
learn more about the project and have questions answered.
The MLA believes it is critical to hold a meeting exclusively

The MLA is collaborating with the Maine Lobstermen’s
Community Alliance to conduct a pilot Lobster Leadership
Program in May, culminating with an exchange trip to
Prince Edward Island to view the provincial lobster fishery
and processing plants. The next MLA meeting will be held
on May 7 in Belfast at 5 p.m.
2014 ZONE ENTRANTS
DMR announced in February that 19 commercial lobster
licenses will be awarded in Maine’s 6 limited entry lobster zones. More than half of these licenses were issued in
Zone A, which changed its exit ratio from tags retired to
licenses retired, with a 3-to-1 exit ratio. Zone B also made
this change to licenses, but issued only 2 new licenses as a
result of their 5-to-1 ratio. See chart above.
LEGISLATIVE ROUNDUP
Lobster and Pesticides (LD 1678)
The Legislature killed a bill that would have banned the
use of two pesticides used to control mosquitoes. Instead,
the Agriculture, Conservation and Forestry Committee
sent a letter to the Board of Pesticides Control in support
of the plan to convene an Environmental Risk Advisory
Committee (ERAC) to look at all pesticides and assess poContinued on page 8

STEAMING AHEAD
will return next month
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN’S ASSOCIATION UPDATE
MLA continued from page 7

plan to convene an Environmental
Risk Advisory Committee (ERAC) to
look at all pesticides and assess potential adverse impacts of pesticide
use on the state’s lobster resource.
The MLA testified in support of this
plan. The ERAC held its first meeting in April, and field work will begin
later this spring. The DMR is closely
involved in this work to identify high
priority areas for sampling. The MLA
is participating in the ERAC and
strongly supports this work. This research should serve as the basis of
future regulations to reduce the risk
of pesticides to commercial fisheries.
Lobster Licensing Reform (LD 1544)
The Marine Resources Committee
will not take action on licensing reform in the lobster industry during
this session, but has requested feedback from the DMR Commissioner
following his 11 meetings with
the lobster industry this winter
and spring. The MLA urged the
Committee to hold off on taking action on changes to the lobster licensing system, citing the need to
get broad based input from the lobster industry. The Marine Resources
Committee identified three major
issues of concern: 1) latent effort; 2)
long waiting lists; and 3) the need
to minimize the impact of potential
landings decline based on decline in
the lobster settlement index.
Ocean Acidification (LD 1602)
The Legislature established a committee to study the effects of ocean
acidification on Maine’s marine resources. The 16-member committee
will work “to identify the scientific
data and knowledge gaps that hinder Maine’s ability to craft policy
and other responses to coastal and
ocean acidification and prioritize the
strategies for filling those gaps and to
provide policies and tools to respond
to the adverse effects of coastal and
ocean acidification on commercially important fisheries and Maine’s
shellfish aquaculture industry,” and
to seek funding to complete this
work. The commission will provide
a report, including suggested legislation, by December 5. The MLA supports this effort.
Rockweed Fishery Management
Plan (LD 1830)
The Marine Resources Committee
considered a bill which would have
required DMR fisheries managers
to consider the impact of rockweed
harvesting on “conserved lands”
when determining no harvest zones.
The MLA spoke in opposition to this
bill, citing grave concern over the
precedent this would set for the state
as DMR readies to prepare management plans for other fisheries.
The MLA argued that management
should consider the sustainability of

the resource and ecological impacts,
not land use designation or impacts
to privately held land. The Marine
Resources Committee removed this
language and passed an amended
bill which requires the DMR to report
back on the rockweed management
plan during the next session.
Green Crabs (LD 1604)
The Legislature changed the laws
on green crab licensing, moving the
renewal date to April 30 and lowering the cost of a commercial green
crab only license to $10. It authorizes
Maine commercial lobster license
holders to fish for and sell green
crabs without a commercial green
crab only license. It also allows the
holder of a marine worm dealer’s and
wholesale seafood dealer’s license to
purchase and sell green crabs without a green crab only license. These
changes became law on March 22,
2014.
Marine Bonds (LD 1709 and LD
1756)
Two marine bond proposals were
considered by the Appropriations
Committee: a $10 million bond to
develop lobster processing capacity and a $15 million bond, to be
matched by $15 million in other
funds, to establish a state center for
marine economy. Both bonds were
significantly amended and approved
by the Legislature and will go before
voters on the November ballot. The
lobster processing bond (LD 1709)
became a $7 million bond, requiring
a one-to-one match. The bond would
allow organizations to compete for
funds to promote growth in traditional commercial fishing interests,
aquaculture, value-added seafood
processing; and market development
for Maine-based products. The second bond, “To Support Biomedical
Research in Maine” was amended to
$10 million and also requires one-toone match. Funds would be awarded
through a competitive process to
expand research capabilities in the
areas of mammalian genetics and
murine (relating to mice) biometric
analytics.
MAINE LOBSTER MARKETING
COLLABORATIVE
The MLMC Board meets the first
Tuesday of every month in Rockland.
The MLMC’s April meeting focused
on screening candidates for the position of executive director. The Board
narrowed a large pool of candidates
and voted to begin interviewing the
top contenders. The MLMC is working to have a new Executive Director
in place as soon as possible.

PESTICIDE RESEARCH
The Maine Board of Pesticides
Control held its first Environmental
Risk Advisory Committee (ERAC)
to discuss a research plan to examine the risk of pesticides to marine
organisms. The ERAC membership
includes: Curtis C. Bohlen, Ph.D,
director of the Casco Bay Estuary
Partnership; John Wise, Ph.D, an
environmental toxicologist at the
University of Southern Maine; James
Dill, Ph.D, a terrestrial entomologist at the University of Maine; Carl
Wilson, DMR’s lead lobster biologist;
Michael N. Horst, Ph.D, an expert on
lobster development and mosquito
insecticides from Mercer University;
Kohl Kanwit, DMR Public Health
Bureau director; and Lawrence
LeBlanc, Ph.D, an expert on pyrethroid residues in sediment and pyrethroid analytical chemistry at the
University of Maine. During its April
meeting, the ERAC reviewed lobster
biology, pesticide use data for Maine,
pesticide monitoring data, scientific
literature and sampling design and
protocols for this project.
FINAL TAA PAYMENT
The MLA continues to check in with
the Foreign Agriculture Service (FAS)
on the amount and timing of the final
payment for TAA participants who
completed the full program. To date,
there is still no news on the amount
of the payment or when it will be
made. The MLA will notify all TAA
participants via email as soon as we
receive any updates from FAS.
LOBSTER STOCK
ASSESSMENT IN SEPTEMBER
The ASMFC’s American Lobster Stock
Assessment Workshop will be conducted September 23-25, 2014 at the
National Marine Fisheries Service’s
Northeast Fisheries Science Center
in Woods Hole, MA. The Assessment
Workshop, originally scheduled for
May 6-8, was moved to September
to allow additional time to finalize
the datasets for input into the assessment model. The assessment
will evaluate the health of American
lobster and inform management of
this species. The Commission’s stock
assessment process and meetings
are open to the public, with the exception of discussions of confidential
data, when the public will be asked to
leave the room. The benchmark stock
assessment will be peer reviewed
through the Commission’s external
peer review process in early 2015.
HERRING UPDATES
The ASMFC Herring Section met
in April and set a “days out” effort
control measure to allow five landing days a week in Area 1A during

the 2014 fishing season from June 1
through September 30 (Trimester
2). Trimester 2 has a total allowable
catch (TAC) of 21,793 metric tons
(mt). This amount is 72.8% of the
31,200 mt annual catch limit subcomponent for Area 1A after adjusting for a 10% rollover of 2012’s quota,
295 mt fixed gear set-aside, 3% research set-aside, and 8% bycatch allowance. Fishermen are prohibited
from landing more than 2,000 pounds
of Atlantic herring per trip from Area
1A until June 1, 2014.
The entire TAC is projected to be
caught close to the end of the trimester. Landings will be monitored closely and the directed fishery will be
closed when the trimester’s adjusted
quota is projected to be reached. The
Atlantic Herring Section members
from Maine, New Hampshire, and
Massachusetts are scheduled to reconvene on Wednesday, July 2, and
Wednesday, July 23, to review the
fishing effort and adjust landing days
as necessary. The meeting will take
place via conference call.
Management Council met in late
April and approved measures to promote accountability in the herring
fishery. The Council weighed the
practical concerns of fishing vessel
operations with resource conservation needs as it approved measures that would further regulate the
Atlantic herring fleet in the New
England and Mid-Atlantic region. If
the Council’s proposals receive final
approval by NOAA, the new regulations would call for weighing and reporting procedures to better ensure
accurate and verified catch weights.
As a disincentive for vessels in the directed herring fishery to slip catch, a
15 nautical mile “move along” measure (to relocate to another area) was
adopted. The move-along rule would
apply to slippage due to safety issues,
mechanical failures, and encounters
with dogfish schools. An additional
requirement for trip termination
would apply to other slippage events.
The Herring Plan defines net slippage
as catch that is discarded prior to being observed, sorted, sampled, and/
or brought on board the fishing vessel.
Both sets of rules were supported by
the Council to improve catch monitoring, enhance accountability, and
reduce bycatch in the fishery. Atlantic
herring is not overfished, but as a forage species, it is an important component in the marine ecosystem in
the Northeast.

2014 Herring Landings (mt)
Area

Allocaon

As of 4/26/14

Area 1A

33,967

Opens June 1

Area 1B

3,016

1,270

Area 2

29,664

10,404

Area 3

40,675

11,603

Total

107,322

23,277
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REMARKABLE PEOPLE:

The women of the Department of Marine Resources
sea samplers go out on lobster boats
for three trips in each zone, May
through November, and occasionally in the winter. Data from this
program, in which lobster harvesters
participate voluntarily, is used in the
lobster stock assessment models of
the Atlantic States Marine Fisheries
Commission (ASMFC).

by Nancy Griffin
Once upon a time, fishing was an allmale bastion and that included fisheries science and management. As
with many other fields, all that has
now changed. In Maine several young
women currently are working hard to
keep programs at the Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) running
smoothly for the lobster industry and
other state fisheries.

“The program is basically giving credit to the lobstermen who throw back
more than 50 percent on average of
their catch every day (and a much
higher percentage at certain times of
the year),” said Reardon.

Meredith Mendelson, 35, is the
Deputy Commissioner of the DMR.
She describes her job as “a little bit of
everything.”
“It’s supposed to be federal issues—
regulatory, legislative issues—anything that affects state fisheries,” said
Mendelson. “But I also pitch in on
any policy issues as needed.”
A Pittsburgh native, she came to
Maine to study at Bates College
“and I pretty much stayed.” At first,
her interest was in general environmental policy, specifically scientific
and management issues. “Originally,
I was interested in ballast water,”

From left to right, Heidi Bray, Sarah Cotnoir, Deirdre Gilbert, and Kathleen Reardon. Photo by
Jeff Nichols, DMR.

Oceans, Atmosphere, Fisheries and
Coast Guard, part of the Commerce
Committee. Sen. Snowe was then the
ranking member.
“When she announced her retirement, I started looking around,”
Mendelson explained. “I love my job.
There’s never a dull moment, because
the issues we work on are really central to people’s identities.”
Deirdre Gilbert, 41, is the director of state marine policy for DMR.
Her job title before the DMR completed its reorganization a few years
ago was Special Assistant to the
Commissioner. She started at DMR
in February of 2002.

DMR Deputy Commissioner Meredith
Mendelson. Photo courtesy of DMR.

she explained. Ballast water carried within large ships can transport invasive species throughout
the coast. After a few years of community work for the Gulf of Maine
Research Institute in Portland and
managing a marine resources education program, she went to work
for a groundfish sector in Rhode
Island. She later joined Sen. Olympia
Snowe’s office in Washington, D.C.,
working for the Subcommittee on

“The reorganization clearly separated science and management components,” said Gilbert, and marine
policy is her bailiwick. Her responsibilities include state waters fisheries
policies, fishery management plans
and liaison with the legislature’s
Marine Resources Committee on
bills that impact state fisheries.
A biology major at Bowdoin, she
stayed on at the college after graduation to work for a professor of ecology, then attended graduate school at
the University of Maine for a Master’s
degree in marine policy. “It was a new
degree there at the time,” she recalled.
After graduation, Gilbert worked
through a Sea Grant College Fellows
Program for former Congressman

Tom Allen in Washington, D.C.
“I wanted to come back to Maine.
The assistant job came open, and I
got it,” said Gilbert. “Originally I got
interested because of a sense that
the coast of Maine is a really special
place. Fisheries are a huge component of it. I studied fisheries management as a way to keep the coast the
way it is.
“I’m operating less from a science
point of view than from a community
structure and economic opportunity
perspective,” she added. Gilbert has
been involved for the past six years
in DMR’s working waterfront access
protection program. That program,
funded through state bond funds,
provides money to protect waterfront properties involved in commercial fishing activities, such as lobster
wharves. “It has a concrete-ness, a
tangible way to preserve the coast,”
she said.
Kathleen Reardon, 36, works out of
the DMR’s lab in Boothbay, where she
has been coordinating the Lobster
Sea Sampling program since 2005.
She gathers biological information
about all the lobsters, including discards—short, v-notched, egged and
oversized lobsters—that come up in
the traps of Maine harvesters.
“There is no other way to collect
data,” Reardon explained, except by
being on the boat. So she and other

She moved to Maine in the fall, 2000,
after graduating college to work as
an Island Fellow on Islesboro for the
Island Institute in Rockland. A Rhode
Island native, Reardon had summered on Deer Isle. “I spent many
days digging in mud and tide pools
and learning to row and run an outboard as a kid,” she recalled.
After two years, she began graduate
school at University of Maine and
worked on a dual Master’s degree in
Marine Biology and Marine Policy.
“I was involved in a DMR experimental Jonah crab project (initiated
by lobstermen in Stonington) as my
research project for both degrees,”
Reardon said. Before she completed her thesis, her current position
opened. “I jumped at the opportunity
to continue working with industry
and do lobster sampling,” she said.
Four years ago, Reardon also took
over DMR’s Ventless Trap Survey
Program (VTS). This survey fishes
ventless traps at random sites stratified by depth in May, June and July.
Nine commercial lobster boats haul
836 traps to survey juvenile lobsters
and send data to the ASMFC stock
assessment to help assess juvenile
abundance.
“My position at DMR is extremely
rewarding,” said Reardon. “I have a
chance to interact with many members of the lobster industry, one-onone while I am sampling on their
boats.”
Heidi Bray, 38, is a scientist responsible for developing the environmental
Continued on page 16

STONINGTON OPE R A HOUSE

the nearly 100-year-old historic theater
supporting ME's busiest working waterfront

Opera House Arts creates new
Maine performances & videos
CHECK
OUT OUR
ORIGINAL VIDEOS
"Made in Stonington"

Life by Lobster
Tire Tracks

brand new, first-run movies
professional & community theater
JUL 5-12: THE MILLAY SISTERS CABARET
AUG 2-3: DEER ISLE JAZZ FESTIVAL
AUG 24: JONATHAN EDWARDS CONCERT

Island Prom
open 52 weeks a year
at the top of the commercial fish pier, Main St, Stonington
TICKETS 367-2788. www.operahousearts.org

Keep your
traps fishing
even when
you can’t get
to ‘em!

All Natural Salted Hairless Cowhide
LONG-LASTING and AFFORDABLE
LOBSTER BAIT

Available in 30 gal. drums or 5 gal. pailss

www.bessybait.com
Phone: 603.300.2846 or 603.300.2849
Email: info@bessybait.com
Bessy Bait is sold at our warehouse located at
155 rear Batchedler Rd., Seabrook NH 03874
Please call for HOURS and PRICING!
Bessy Bait is also sold at all Brooks Trap Mill locations.

Approved
Maine Labeling
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MLA SELECT BUSINESS MEMBERS Show your support for these businesses!
BAIT DEALERS

ELECTRONICS

Bessy Bait LLC
2 Mase Rd
Hampton , NH 03842
603-300-2846/603-300-2849
info@bessybait.com
www.bessybait.com
$5 off each barrel on multiple barrel purchases
at Seabrook NH location with MLA card.

Sawyer & Whitten Marine
36 Union Wharf # 9
Portland, ME 04101
&
118 Tillson Ave.
Rockland, ME 04841
207-879-4500
mike@sawyerwhitten.com
10% discount on non-sale items.

Purse Line Bait
PO Box 276
Sebasco Estates, ME 04565
207-389-9155
jenniebplb@yahoo.com

FINANCIAL & INVESTMENT
Farm Credit of Maine ACA
615 Minot Ave.
Auburn, ME 04210 800-831-4230
www.farmcreditmaine.com

BOAT BUILDERS/ BOAT REPAIR
SW Boatworks
Stewart Workman
358 Douglas Highway
Lamoine, ME 04605 207-667-7427
swboatworks@gmail.com
www.swboatworks.com
Show MLA member card to receive $500 discount on new hull or top.
EDUCATIONAL & TRADE SHOWS

FISHING, MARINE & INDUSTRIAL
SUPPLIES
North Atlantic Power Products
15 Continental Drive
Exeter, NH 03833
603-418-0470 sprofio@glpower.com
www.northatlanticpower.com
10% discount for all service repair of twin disc
transmissions.

Hews Company LLC
190 Rumery St.
South Portland, ME 04106
207-767-2136/800-234-4397
info@hewsco.com www.hewsco.com
10% off hydraulic components and Cable Craft
cables in 2013.
INDUSTRY ORGANIZATIONS
Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative
2 Union St.
Portland, ME 04101 207-541-9310
info@lobsterfrommaine.com
www.lobsterfrommaine.com
INSURANCE
Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
366 US Route 1
Falmouth , ME 04105
207-781-5553/800-370-1883
scott@smithwick-ins.com
www.smithwick-ins.com
Discounted vessel insurance for MLA members. Additional 5% discount with proof
of completing a C.G. Fishing Vessel Drill
Conductor course within the last 5 years.
LEGAL SERVICES

Maine Maritime Museum
243 Washington St
Bath, ME 04530
207-443-1316
lent@maritimeme.org
www.mainemaritimemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.
Penobscot Marine Museum
PO Box 498, 5 Church St
Searsport, ME 04974 207-548-2529
skettell@ppm-maine.org
www.penobscotmarinemuseum.org
Free admission to MLA members.

GIFTS
Maine Camp Outfitters
300 Sunset Rd
Sunset, ME 04683 800-560-6090
andy@maine-camp.com
www.mainepromotional.com
10% off all apparel and promotional product
orders.
HYDRAULICS
Coastal Hydraulics Inc
PO Box 2832
Seabrook, NH 03874 603-474-1914
sales@coastalhyd.com
10% discount on all in-stock items for MLA
members.

Many thanks to these fine businesses,
the MLA’s Keeper members!
Allen Insurance &
Financial
Atlantic Edge Lobster
Beals-Jonesport Cooperative
Bell Power Systems
Inc.
Buoysticks.com
Calendar Islands Maine
Lobster LLC
Cape Porpoise Lobster
Co. Inc.
Chapman & Chapman
Chase Leavitt & Co.
Chrisanda Corp.
Coastal Documentation
Conary Cove Lobster
Co.
Cooks Lobster House
Cousins Maine Lobster
Cushing Diesel, LLC
Damariscotta Bank &
Trust Co.
DB Rice Fisheries
Eastern Tire & Auto
Service
Eaton Trap Co. Inc.
Finestkind Scenic
Cruises
F W Thurston Co. Inc.
Georgetown Fishermen’s Coop
Gill Crustacean Bait
Glens Lobster Co.
Grundens USA Ltd

Gulf of Maine Lobster
Foundation
Guy Cotten, Inc
HR Beal& Sons Inc.
Holden Seafood Corp.
Insterstate Lobster Co.
Island Fishing Gear &
Auto Parts
Island Fishermen’s
Wives
Island Seafood II, LLC
Johns Bay Boat Co.
Kips Seafood Co.
Lake Pemaquid Inc.
Linda Bean’s Maine
Lobster
Lobster ME
Lobster Products Inc.
Lonnie’s Hydraulic Inc.
Maine Financial Group
Maine Port Authority
Maine Sea Grant
Marine Hydraulic Engineering Co. Inc.
Midcoast Marine Electronics
Midcoast Marine Supply
Millers Wharf Lobster
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Nautilus Marine Fabrication Inc.
Newcastle ChryslerDodge-Jeep

New England Marine &
Industrial Inc.
Novatec Braids LTD
Penobscot Bay & River
Pilots Assn.
Penobscot East Resource
Center
Pete’s Marine Electronics
PFBF CPAs
PJ Lobster Company
Polyform US
Port Clyde Fishermen’s
Coop
Port Lobster Co.
Promens Saint John
Quahog Lobster Inc.
Ready Seafood
Red Hook Lobster Pound
Redeem Lobster Co.
Rockland Savings Bank
South Bristol Fishermen’s
Cooperative
Superior Bait and Salt
Superior Marine Products
Inc.
The Compass Insurance
Group
The First NA
WD Matthews Machinery
Co.
Weirs Motor Sales Inc.
Williams CPA Group
LLC
Worcesters Lobster Bait

J. Scott Logan LLC
75 Pearl Street
Portland, ME 04101 207-699-1314
20% discount on foreclosure defense, bankruptcy legal fees.

Swans Island Fishermens Coop
PO Box 116
Swans Island, ME 04685 207-526-4327
sicoop@tds.net
Weathervane Seafoods Inc
31 Badgers Island West
Kittery, ME 03904
207-439-0920
jsharp@weathervaneseafoods.com
www.weathervaneseafoods.com
10% off retail & mail orders for MLA members.

Winter Harbor Fishermen’s Coop
23 Pedleton Rd.
Winter Harbor, ME 04693
207-963-5857 info@winterharborlobster.com
10% off fresh picked lobster meat.
MARINE ENGINES
Milton Cat
16 Pleasant Hill Rd
Scarborough, ME 04070
stewart_tuttle@miltoncat.com
www.miltoncat.com
PROPELLERS
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc
24 Crosby Rd Unit 6
Dover, NH 03820 603-617-3626
larry@accutechmarine.com
www.accutechmarine.com
20% off propeller repair. Discounts for new
propellers,shafting and other hardware.
REFRIGERATION SERVICES

Nicholas H Walsh PA
PO Box 7206
Portland, ME 04112 207-772-2191
nwalsh@gwi.net www.nicholas-walsh.com
25% off legal services
LOBSTER/SEAFOOD/WHOLESALE/
RETAIL

Applied Refrigeration Services
7C Commons Ave.
Windham, ME 04062 207-893-0145
info@appliedrefrigeration.com
www.appliedrefrigeration.com
$250 off new installations.
RESTAURANTS

Akido Bay Inc.
PO Box 11227
Portland, ME 04104 844-245-4361
kevinm@aikidobay.com
www.aikidobay.com
No annual fees for 2014; 10% off 2015 annual
fees.
Channel Fish Co.
370 East Eagle St.
East Boston , MA 02128 617-569-3200
paula@channelfishco.com
www.channelfishco.com
Cozy Harbor Seafood Inc
PO Box 389
Portland, ME 04112 207-879-2665
jnorton@cozyharbor.com
www.cozyharbor.com
Craig’s All Natural LLC
25 Winecellar Rd.
Durham, NH 03824 603-397-5331
craig@craigsallnatural.com
www.craigsallnatural.com
10% discount on All Victoinox Cutlery

Barnacle Billys Inc.
PO Box 837
Ogunquit , ME 03907 207-646-5575
billy@barnbilly.com www.barnbilly.com
Newick’s Hospitality Group, Inc.
431 Dover Point Rd .
Dover, NH 03820 603-742-3205
controller@newicks.com www.newicks.com
The Clam Shack
PO Box 6200
Kennebunkport, ME 04046 207-967-3321
steve@theclamshack.net
www.theclamshack.net
SAFTEY TRAINING
McMillan Offshore Survival Training
PO Box 411
Belfast, ME 04915 207-338-1603
jmcmillan@mcmillanoffshore.com
www.mcmillanoffshore.com
10% discount on C.G. Drill Conductor training.
SALT

Cranberry Isles Fishermens Coop
PO Box 258
Islesford, ME 04646 207-244-5438
cranberrycoop@gmail.com
Little Bay Lobster Inc.
158 Shattuck Way
Newington, NH 03801 603-431-3170
kellis@littlebaylobster.com
www.littlebaylobster.com
Orion Seafood International
20 Ladd Street, 3rd Floor
Portsmouth, NH 03801 603-433-2220
info@orionseafood.com
www.orionseafood.com
Spruce Head Fishermen’s Coop
275 Island Rd
South Thomaston, ME 04858 207-594-8029
shfcoop@gmail.com
Stonington Lobster Coop
PO Box 87
Stonington, ME 04681 207-367-2286
www.stoningtonlobstercoop.com

Maine Salt Company
677 Coldbrook Rd.
Hermon, ME 04401 207-848-3796
www.mainesalt.com
TRAP BUILDERS/STOCK SUPPLIES
Brooks Trap Mill
211 Beechwood St
Thomaston, ME 04861 207-354-8763
stephen@brookstrapmill.com
www.brookstrapmill.com
Friendship Trap Company
570 Cushing Rd.
Friendship, ME 04547
207-354-2545/800-451-1200
MikeW@friendshiptrap.com
www.friendshiptrap.com
5% off list price on traps purchased at the
Friendship store.
Sea Rose Trap Co.
137 Pleasant Hill Rd.
Scarborough, ME 04074
207-730-2063 searosetrap@gmail.com
www.searosetrap.com
5% off list price on traps to MLA members
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LATE JUNE PREDICTED FOR START OF SHEDDER SEASON
By Kathy Mills, Gulf of Maine Research Institute
Last month, the lead story in Landings provided an
overview of efforts underway to predict future characteristics of the Maine lobster population and fishery. Through one of these initiatives, Andy Pershing
and I have been developing simple forecasts for the
timing of the ramp-up of lobster landings based on
coastal water temperatures. We have just released a
forecast for 2014 and are eager to share it with you.
I’ll provide an overview of the current forecast (as of
April 17) in this article.
Lobster landings in Maine (averaged over the entire
state) increase rapidly as summer begins, and our
goal is to predict when this increase will occur — essentially, whether the year is running early or late.
The forecast we are currently providing uses the water temperature measured at 20-meters (65 feet) by
NERACOOS Buoy E (located on the central Maine
shelf).
The top diamond in the figure below represents our
current forecast, which predicts that state-wide lobster landings will start ramping up around June 30.

The vertical lines at the top indicate the past start
dates, so you can see that this year is expected to
look a lot like 2008. The width of the diamond represents the 95% confidence interval around the
forecast. So the current prediction for 2014 encompasses the long-term average start date of the high
landings period (June 29, heavy vertical line).
While the top diamond represents the current prediction, the diamonds below it tell an interesting
story of how the winter has gone. These diamonds
show the date we would have predicted the high
landings period to begin if we had issued a forecast
earlier in the season, on the date indicated on the
left side of the figure.
Many of you probably shared my perception that
this winter felt bitterly cold, at least relative to our
past few winters. Like air temperatures over the
land, the near-shore water temperatures were also
much colder this winter than they have been in the
past two years. The average January-March air temperature and the water temperatures at 1-meter (3
feet) and 20-meters (65 feet) at Buoy E were all much

colder in 2014 than in 2012 and 2013. At the end of
March, we had very cold water at the buoy, and the
diamonds for these dates are way to the right, indicating a late start for heavy lobster landings.
Our waters normally begin to warm up at the end
of March, but this year, waters have warmed faster
than normal. This drives the sharp shift in the diamonds towards the left over the last few weeks. Our
water temperatures are now close to the 2001-2013
average. It is not out of the question that we’ll see
continued warming over the next two weeks and
that the inshore migration and molt that ultimately
determine the ramp-up in landings will happen a little ahead of schedule.
To track the predictions for the start of the heavy landings period, visit GMRI’s blog, www.gmri.org/lobsterforecast.
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Note: No data are available from 20 meters
depth during the winter of 2013.

Individual Membership Levels:
Highliner
$225
Harvester
$125
Harvester Family*
$200
Junior/Senior Harvester
$65
Friend of the MLA
$50
Business Members Levels:
Select
$500
Keeper
$175
Additional Contributions:
$
Donation
MLA Legal Defense Fund $
Separate check payable to MLA Legal Defense Fund

MLA MEMBERSHIP FORM
Mail with payment to: MLA, 203 Lafayette Center, Kennebunk, ME 04043

Please Print:
Name: ______________________________________________________
Business Name: _______________________________________________
Address: _____________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: _________________________________________________
Phone: ________________________ Cell: ____________________________
Email: _______________________________________________________
(Please include to receive weekly e-news updates and lobster, bait & fuel prices)
Boat Name: __________________________________________________
Lobster License #: _______________ Zone & Dist_____________________
* Family Members: ______________________________________________

JOIN ONLINE TODAY AT WWW.MAINELOBSTERMEN.ORG!
QUESTIONS? COMMENTS? 207-967-4555, INFO@MAINELOBSTERMEN.ORG
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Fostering thriving coastal
communities and preserving
Maine’s lobstering heritage.

MADE FOR OUR
TOUGHEST
CUSTOMER.

YOU !
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MAINE LOBSTERMEN LEADERSHIP INSTITUTE

Heavy-duty 600D three-ply waterproof
polyester wears like iron, yet breathes
to keep you cool. It’s like a ﬁsherman’s
suit of armor.

The MLLI will foster new lobster industry leaders to
identify priorities for the fishery & develop strategies
to continue to engage young lobstermen in securing a
vibrant future for the fishery.

³ High-cut design for full coverage
³ Professional neoprene/
³
³
³

The first session of the MLLI is taking place in May 2014.
Young lobstermen from each of Maine’s seven lobster
zones will learn the nuts & bolts of Maine’s lobster
management, science, lobster markets & supply chain,
& will participate in a trip to Prince Edward Island to
meet lobstermen, get out on lobster boats & tour
processing facilities.

Velcro leg closures
Simple suspender hook-ups
Secure interior chest pocket
Available in Red or Black

.HNL+LJR)VZZ)PIZ

Interested in participating in future MLLI programs?
Call MLCA at 967-6221 or email
patrice@mainelobstermen.org

www.grundens.com

MAINE

H

GREAT PRICES!
GREAT STUFF!

HAMILTON
Smartfind™ 406 MHz EPIRBS

$

$

CAT I AUTO

99
99 $
479
379
PW-406-1SF
PW-406-2SF
Order# 173676

Order# 173680

CNK-3500

$20

$

Flush, watertight, 4-dog system, opens from the outside only.

$

46999

SAVE
$100

$

24" x 24"

82999SAVE

$130

Reg 569.99
BOM-C41524
Order# 104612

3-50 Mile

50+ Mile

Reg 959.99
BOM-C42424
Order# 104619

USCG APPROVED

List 391.41 $
OLI-821
Order# 744831

19999

26999

PVC Superflex Blue
Rubber Gloves 12" Long

3

13 pair

Size
Med
Lg
X-Lg
XX-Lg

Order#
160531
160532
160533
160534

$

$31.83 dozen

CNK-3550

44 pair 4949pair

Cast Aluminum Commercial Hatches
15" x 24"

Commercial Flare Kits

3599

Soft Toe Green Steel Toe Black

SAVE

FROM

11499

$

List 297.70
$
OLI-820
Order# 118182

Oil and slip resistant sole. Rated
to -40°F. Adjustable nylon snow
cuff. Insulating wool felt liner.
Waterproof construction. Height:
13". Sizes 4-15.

3 fingered mitt, retro reflective tape,
flame retardant neoprene. Includes
whistle and storage bag.

Reg 279.99
RVS-1409A
Order# 743829

List 3303.00
JRC-JMA2353
Order# 750214

Chinook BadAxe Boots

USCG APPROVED

25999

279999

List 78.00
KNT-1022
Order# 748677

Adult Universal Survival Suit

$

$

Lifevest Storage Bag
with Four Type II Vests

USCG Approved, GMDSS compliant,
5 year non-hazardous battery.

CAT II MANUAL

M-Series: Dually & Dually2 & 6", 10", 20", 30" 40"
with high purity aluminum housings.

4 kW, 48nm, 10" mono
CRT display, 2' dome
antenna & 15m cable.

800-639-2715
hamiltonmarine.com

MARINE

High Performance LED Lights

10" Marine Radar

99 $

Foul Weather
Gear
Huge
selection
in stock!

Hog Ring Pliers

LD Hardshell Low Drag Buoys

Fish Basket

Stainless steel. Straight
hold. Hold closed type.
For 3/8"-1" hog rings.
Imported.

Blue, green, orange, pink,
red, white and yellow.
6" x 13".

Round, orange
plastic with
holes, approx.
1 bushel.

$

1549

List 17.50
HML-HGRP-SS
Order# 174067

PORTLAND ROCKLAND SEARSPORT SOUTHWEST HARBOR JONESPORT

$
List 6.25

4

$ 99

1999

List 38.68
HML-BASKET-PLAS
Order# 118243

Typographical errors are unintentional and subject to correction.
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Real Fishermen Deserve
Real Trap Wire
Being a commercial fisherman is hard
work. It takes persistence, sacrifice and
bravery to get the job done right each and
every day. We at Riverdale Mills
understand how tough your job is and we
value your dedication, time and most
importantly your money. That’s why we
designed and invented Aquamesh® as a
solution to reduce the constant need of
costly repairs and replacements.
Aquamesh® is the only trap wire in the
world specifically engineered to withstand
continuous use in harsh ocean
environments. Aquamesh® is made right
here in the USA from premium steel that is
galvanized after welding with a thick layer
of zinc and coated with marine grade PVC,
making it resistant to corrosion, peeling
and cracking. Year after year Aquamesh®
easily outlasts and outfishes all of its
imported competitors whose quality and
durability just cannot compare.

WHEN YOUR ENGINE MEANS BUSINESS,

MILTON CAT MEANS MORE.

Milton CAT is the Northeast and upstate New York Caterpillar dealer. Our
complete range of marine power systems solutions is backed by a team with
exceptional knowledge and experience.
• More engine choices.
• More fully equipped and staffed locations.
• More support for your commercial fishing vessel, ferry, tug, or pleasure craft.
• More ordering and delivery options for unparalleled part availability.

For over 30 years Aquamesh® has been the
top performing, best-selling and most
trusted marine wire in the industry. The
best fishermen not only deserve the best
wire, they demand it: Aquamesh®

Contacts:
(in ME, NH, VT) Stewart Tuttle, 207-885-8082, Stewart_Tuttle@miltoncat.com
(in MA, RI) Kevin Hampson, 508-634-5503, Kevin_Hampson@miltoncat.com

1.800.762.6374
www.riverdale.com

$411-564#2/+../#4+0'5722.+'5
/#4+0'5722.+'5
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THINK SPRING!
Show off your MLA support with a
t-shirt and hat this spring.
Fill out the order form below or visit us online
to see more available products!!
MLA Items

Color

Size

Price

MLA lobster T-shirt

Red, Blue, Gray

M, L, XL, 2XL

$15

MLA Buoy Hat

Stone, Blue

one size

$15

Child Lobster Buoy T-shirt

White

XS, S, M

$10

MLA T-shirt

Blue

M, L, XL, 2XL

$15

Child Lobster Life cycle T-shirt

Oatmeal

S

$10

MLA Lobster Hat

Khaki

one size

Friend Membership

For individuals who do not hold a current Maine
Lobster license

$50

Harvester Membership

For Maine’s commercial lobstermen

$125

$15

Name:______________________________________________ Phone #:__________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________
City:____________________________________________ State:__________ Zip:__________
Item #1:_____________________________ Qty:______ Size:________ Color:_____________
Item #2:_____________________________ Qty:______ Size:________ Color:_____________
Sub total:_______+ $4.50 (shipping) = Total:_______Check #:______Visa:___ MasterCard:___
Card #: _____________-___________________-__________________-___________________

For questions or to donate items, contact Chris Hall,
Curator of Exhibits, at 207-443-1316 x 326 or
hall@maritime.org

CVV code (3 numbers on back of card):_________________ Exp. Date:___________________

Shop online: www.mainelobstermen.org/mla-store
203 Lafayette Center Kennebunk, ME 04043
207-967-4555

Present your MLA membership
MLA MEMBERS DISCOUNT
DIRECTORY
Accutech Marine Propeller, Inc.
Dover, NH -- 20% off propeller repair. Discounts
vary by manufacturer for new propellers,shafting
and other hardware.
Aikido Bay, Inc
Portland, ME -- No annual fees for 2014. 10% off
annual fees in 2015.
Applied Refrigeration Services
Windham, ME -- $250 off new installations.
Bessy Bait, LLC
Seabrook, NH -- $5 off each barrel on multiple
barrel purchases at the Seabrook NH location
with proof of MLA membership.
Coastal Hydraulics
Seabrook, NH -- 10% discount on all in stock
items for MLA members.
Commercial Fisheries News
Deer Isle, ME -- Discounted annual subscription
rate for $18.75 with MLA membership noted on
check.
Craig’s All Natural
Durham, NH -- 10% discount on all Victoinox
Cutlery.
Friendship Trap Company
Friendship, ME -- 5% off list price on traps at the
Friendship store.

card at the following businesses and
receive generous discounts!

Hews Company
South Portland, ME -- 10% off all hydraulic
components and Cable Craft cables in 2014.

North Atlantic Power Products
Exeter, NH -- 10% off service repairs of twin disc
transmissions.

/DZ2IÀFHRI-6FRWW/RJDQ//&
Portland, ME -- 20% discount on foreclosure
defense and bankruptcy legal fees.

Penobscot Marine Museum
Searsport, ME -- Free admission for MLA members.

0DLQH&DPS2XWÀWWHUV
Sunset, ME -- 10% off all apparel and promotional
product orders.

Sawyer & Whitten Marine
Portland & Rockland, ME --10% discount from
regular MSRP pricing (doesn’t apply to sale items)

Maine Lobstermen’s Association
Kennebunk, ME--10% off to harvesters on MLA
merchandise.

Sea Rose Trap Co.
Scarborough, ME -- 5% off trap list price when
you show your MLA card.

Maine Maritime Museum
Bath, ME -- Free admission to MLA members.

Smithwick & Mariners Insurance
Falmouth, ME -- Discounted vessel insurance plus
5% discount with proof of CG approved Drill
Conductor course within the last 5 years.

McMillan Offshore Survival Training
Belfast, ME -- 10% discount on USCG Drill Conductor training.
Mount Desert Oceanarium
Southwest Harbor, ME -- Free admission for comPHUFLDOÀVKHUPHQDQGWKHLUIDPLOLHV
National Fisherman
North Hollywood, CA -- Special annual subscription rate.
Nicholas H Walsh, PA
Portland, ME -- 25% off legal services.

SW Boatworks
Lamonie, ME -- Show MLA card to receive
$500.00 discount on a new hull or top.
Weathervane Seafood Inc.
Kittery, ME – 10% off retail and mail order
purchases. Just mention you are an MLA member.
1-800-914-1774.
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DMR meetings continued from page 1

definitely listening to the industry.”
Keliher opened each meeting by
reviewing the results of last winter’s series of 16 meetings with lobstermen. The department took action on one measure lobstermen at
those meetings said was important:
improved marketing of Maine lobster. The Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative was created by the
state Legislature in direct response
to lobstermen’s suggestions. On two
other items – a tiered system of lobster licenses and a solution to seasonal overabundance – the department took no action.
Keliher emphasized to those in attendance that there is no calamity
forecast for this year, no immediate
crisis facing lobstermen. Lobster
landings in 2013 remained strong,
125.9 million pounds versus the
127.2 million pounds landed in 2012.
“The sky is not falling,” he said at the
Rockland meeting, “but changes in
the data do add to the urgency of the
conversation right now.”
The data Keliher referred to was presented by DMR lobster biologist Carl
Wilson. Wilson explained at each
meeting the various lobster monitoring programs undertaken by DMR
and the data produced recently.
“Where you are in the state gives you
very different impressions of how
the stock is doing,” he said. Zone A,
for example, has seen a four-fold increase in landings. That increase in
volume has muffled the effect of lower prices. In Zone E, however, landings have not increased at nearly the
same rate. So profits for lobstermen
in that zone have not rebounded as
vigorously as they have to the eastward. “The resource is different and
the bottom line is different in different zones,” Wilson said.
The American Lobster Settlement
Index has shown a decline in the
density of young-of-the year lobster
for the past three years. Divers sample young lobsters in October and
November at 50 sites along the Maine
coast to determine the strength of
that year’s class of new lobsters.
“Most zones saw a peak in settlement in 2004 to 2006,” Wilson said.
“By 2013, generally speaking, most
zones have seen a three-year decline.”
The settlement data are supported
by bi-annual trawl surveys which
monitor the next phase in a lobster’s
life cycle. DMR does a coast-wide
trawl in the spring and fall each year.
“There’s not been much increase or
decline [in lobsters] up to Port Clyde,”
Wilson explained. “Above Port Clyde
to Schoodic the numbers [of lobster]
are way up. From Schoodic to Lubec
the numbers are flat.”
Furthermore, shell disease is on the
rise, at least in southern Maine. DMR
uses at-sea samplers during the summer months to keep track of lobsters
by sex, weight, and V-notch status.
The samplers also note the presence
of shell disease. “In 2012 we saw a
huge bump,” Wilson said. Where
once shell disease rates were 1% of

sampled lobsters or lower, in 2013
just over 4% of the lobsters sampled
in Zone G showed evidence of shell
disease. In Zone F that rate was 3%;
in zone E 1.75%. The rate of increase
is worrying, Wilson said.
The other factor worrying DMR is
that lobstermen are not V-notching
lobsters as much as they once did.
Based on sea sampling data, lobstermen hit a peak of V-notching in 2008,
when 82% of lobsters sampled were
notched. Since then the percentage
has slipped, down to 61% in 2013. The
decline matters because the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission
(ASMFC) uses the V-notching rate
as a factor in its stock assessment of
lobsters. In addition, V-notching lobsters is a way to ensure the strength
of the stock in the future, which is
particularly important when the
environment or other factors are
changing, Wilson argued. “It’s money
in the bank,” he said.
Change is something that must be
planned for, Keliher emphasized. He
referenced the ASMFC’s population
model for lobster. The model’s “reference point” – the number of pounds
landed that would trigger a management action for the fishery – is the
median of lobster landed between
1982 and 2003. That number for
Maine is 35 million pounds, equivalent to what Maine lobstermen landed in 1994.
Maine can react to a decline in the
lobster fishery well before ASMFC
can, Keliher said. “We don’t want
a southern New England situation here,” he said, referencing the
ASMFC’s decision to close that fishery for part of the year to rebuild its
drastically depleted stock. “We have
an opportunity to define our own destiny.” That is the motivation behind
the department’s push to develop a
Fisheries Management Plan (FMP)
for lobster this year. The process of
creating such a plan will require lobstermen to figure out what the industry’s goals are and what triggers the
state will recognize to implement
changes in management. “I think we
all agree that keeping diversity in the
lobster fishery is important. We need
to ensure different ways of accessing
the fishery,” he said.

Change is coming to the Maine lobster industry and, according to DMR Commissioner
Pat Keliher, it is something that the state should start planning for now.
Photo by Melissa Waterman.

happen in the future if the landings
take a tumble downward. “We can
do nothing but there is a cost to doing nothing,” Keliher said. He posed a
question to lobstermen at each meeting. What is the greater risk: ignoring
latent effort only to have it become
a crisis issue if the state has to make
management changes in the lobster
fishery or do something now while
the fishery is in good shape?
McCarron noted that the tenor of
the meetings was different in different parts of the coast. Lobstermen
in some areas were well apprised of
the science and management aspects

of the fishery and offered thoughts
about an FMP to Keliher. In other
towns, local lobstermen were antagonistic toward DMR, wondering
out loud why the Commissioner was
meeting with them and what there
was to talk about. “The attitude is
sort of that we have done the conservation for these lobsters so now
leave us alone. They have great pride
in being part of a fishery which is
going through the roof [in volume
of landings],” McCarron said. “The
problem is that things can change.
Washington County has risen the
highest so it has the furthest to fall.”

McCarron believes that a management plan for lobster wouldn’t be
something etched forever in stone.
“An FMP is a framework, not a regulatory document,” McCarron said.
“It will go through the zone councils
and the Lobster Advisory Council. I
think the intent is to preserve what
we have now and to use the FMP as
a safety net if or when things change.”
That will include dealing with the issue of latent effort. Latent effort refers to trap tags that have been purchased but not used, trap tags that
could be purchased but currently
are not, and licenses held by lobstermen who land very few or no pounds
of lobster each year. The issue with
latency, Keliher said, is not what’s
happening right now but what could
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THE BUSINESS OF LOBSTERING:

$

week so he can figure out what to
pay his crew. “I get paid by the co-op
every day and at the end of the week,
I take the sum of checks and then pay
my crew based on that.” This process
has worked for Carver for 41 years,
but he realizes it’s an outdated way
to do things. “I really just go by how I
feel and what I see while I’m fishing.
I always stay ahead enough so that
I don’t have to worry about making
purchases,” he explained.

by Sarah Paquette
In lobstering, as with any business,
keeping finances straight is critical
for success. “No one should know
more about your business than
you,” advised David Hill, Coastal
Enterprises Inc. business counselor
and director of the Small Business
Development Center of Maine. “It’s
good to have someone to help you,
like an accountant or CPA, but you
should keep track of the day-to-day
operations.”
So what’s the best way to do that? Hill
said there are a number of computer programs available to keep track
of income and expenses, but that
QuickBooks is probably the most
widely accepted tool. “QuickBooks is
pretty user-friendly, but it’s helpful to
have an accountant set it up for you.
Then you can just enter your expenses and income and see where you
are,” said Hill. While working with
the Maine Lobstermen’s Association
(MLA) on the Trade Adjustment
Assistance program (TAA), Hill found
that the majority of lobstermen he
talked to kept track of their finances
with a computer program. “If people
aren’t computer users, they can always use a double column ledger to
track expenses and income,” he said.
“But that’s not [a common] practice

Stay organized!

Do you know how much you spend
on rope throughout the year? Keeping
track of expenses helps your bottom
line. MLA photo.

anymore. I’ve found that usually it’s a
family member or wife of the lobstermen that keeps the books.”
That’s how Dwight Carver from Beals
takes care of his finances – his wife
Patty is in charge. “I have the most
old-fashioned way of tracking my income and expenses,” he laughed. “I
bring everything home and give it to
my wife.” Carver said Patty is the one
to pay all the bills, although he does
keep track of his income during the

For South Thomaston lobsterman
Bob Baines, a computer makes tracking his business expenses quick and
easy. He has used a software program
called Quicken for a number of years
and finds it very user-friendly. “I set
it up myself and added categories so
I can track my expenses that way,” he
said. “At the end of the year it takes
me maybe 20 minutes to get ready to
file taxes.” Each week Baines receives
a summary sheet from his co-op that
shows what he was paid each day of
the week. He then enters the weekly
amount into an Excel spreadsheet
to track his income. “The great thing
about using a computer is that I can
easily look back through my records
or make graphs to see what I am
spending money on,” he said.
“I don’t think there is enough forward
looking,” Hill said, when asked what

he saw lacking among the TAA program participants. “And that’s important. Lobstermen should know if they
can afford new traps. It is like gazing
into a crystal ball at times, but it’s
key, especially in a seasonal business
like lobstering.” Baines does his best
to look ahead and budget for the year.
“I can’t budget well if I don’t know my
income,” he said. “I don’t know what
the price will be all year or what I will
catch each day.” He said it’s easier to
get a sense of landings and income
partway through the season. “I’m
more conservative with my money
at the beginning of the year. I’m very
careful not to spend what I don’t
make,” he said.
Hill said one of the most important
things he wishes any small business owner knew was that there is
help around the state for business
planning. “There are adult education classes, workshops, and groups
like the one I work for that can help
people learn how to take care of their
businesses,” he explained.
CEI’s Web site is a resource for people
who want to learn more about keeping
their businesses organized. CEI has
seven locations throughout the state
and regularly holds workshops on topics related to business planning. For
information, visit www.ceimaine.org.

Remarkable people continued from page 9
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database where all DMR’s science
data is kept. She started at DMR in
2000, as a seasonal employee. Today
her job title is Marine Resource
Scientist, and she’s also responsible
for an environmental monitoring
program that includes the Boothbay
Harbor Seawater Temperature project, one of the longest-running monitoring programs in North America.
Bray is excited about her newest project. She’s building a new enforcement system called Maine License
Enforcement & Environmental Data
System (LEEDS). This system will
allow harvesters to upgrade, apply,
pay and report online. “It will greatly
improve customer satisfaction,” said
Bray. “Plus it will free up more time
for the DMR staff.”

tion. As DMR’s Lobster Resource
Management Coordinator, she works
with the seven lobster zone councils
and the Lobster Advisory Council,
developing agendas, attending meetings, and being a liaison between the
commissioner’s office and the lobster
fishing industry. Prior to this, Cotnoir
went through the state police academy, studied accounting, and worked
for an attorney. Her husband works
as a controller. “At home we’re either
talking numbers or lobsters,” she
said.
“I love my job. I love hearing the
differences between the regions,”
Cotnoir continued. “They have different fishing practices, different bottom. It’s a great, great group of people
I’ve been privileged to work with.”

“I’ve always been fascinated by marine fisheries,” she continued. “I always wanted to be part of it.” She
grew up in central Maine in the
Greenville area and attended college
in St. Petersburg, Florida, where she
earned a B.S. in biology with a minor
in chemistry.

Cotnoir’s responsibility is to bring
information from DMR to the lobster zone councils and in turn, bring
information from the zones back to
the Commissioner. “It might be concerns they have about rules, or something going on in their harbor,” said
Cotnoir.

“I think collecting information is a really important task,” said Bray. “I appreciate being able to provide good
information. Reporting is a challenge—not everyone loves it, but I
try to make sure it is timely and accurate. It’s great to work with fishermen
and dealers to solve problems. I love
working closely with the industry. I’m
glad I was able to stay here in Maine.”

A good organization takes its strength
from the skills and personal qualities
of its staff. These women bring their
particular talents and dedication to
DMR on a daily basis. And, moreover,
they like what they do. “The lobster
industry is great to work with and we
have a great group of people here at
DMR,” Cotnoir continued. “We get
along really well.”

Sarah Cotnoir, 47, has an unlikely background for her posi-
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THE HEALTH OF LOBSTERMEN:
by Ann Backus
Harvard University
School of Public Health
By the time you read this article in
May you will be on the water again
after a bitter cold winter.
Did your winter maintenance and
fix-it chores include checking the
hoses and clamps? Rubber hoses are
subject to degradation from contact
with chemicals and exposure to extreme temperatures such as the cold
we had this winter. They are also subject to wear from vibration.
There are a number of health and
safety consequences of not paying
attention to hoses.
Leaks in exhaust
hoses can result
in acute exposure
to carbon monoxide which causes
headaches,
dizziness, and confusion
followed by loss of consciousness
and death. Exhaust emissions contain numerous hydrocarbon compounds, some of which are listed by
federal agencies as cancer-causing
after long-term exposure. Exposure
to hydrocarbons can result in damage to any organ in the body. Volatile
organic compounds, released from a
leaky fuel line, are toxic to the nervous system. Furthermore they could

Time to check those hoses

be the cause of an explosion or fire on
board if there were an ignition source
or spark. Leaky plumbing hoses or
connections will probably be noticeable by smell, and could result in exposure to coliform bacteria resulting
in diarrhea.
Hoses are a component of the pneumatic, hydraulic, exhaust and fuel systems on our boats, and they should
be checked every few months. Some
hoses are quite out of the way and
take real effort to access. You can use
your senses (taste not recommended, however) to inspect your hoses. In
a pneumatic system you may be able
to hear a hiss. For
all hoses a visual
inspection is recommended — look
for cracks, chafing,
and fluid leaks. In
places where you
cannot see the entire circumference of the hose, run
your fingers slowly along the underside to feel for cracks and wetness.
Wipe down the fuel hoses with a dry
rag, then smell the rag to check for
gasoline. Use these same techniques
on your plumbing hoses.

There are a number of
health and safety consequences of not paying attention to hoses.

Because the marine environment is
corrosive for metals, clamps that join
hose sections must be stainless steel.
However, even stainless steel clamps

the hose when he replaces a clamp
because the portion of the hose near
the clamp becomes deformed from
the pressure of the clamp.

Non-marine grade stainless steel
clamps installed above the water
line show corrosion and need to be
replaced with stainless steel clamps.
Photo by Elliott Thomas.

have a finite life and not all clamps
are made of high quality stainless.
Test all the clamps you can find for
tightness and integrity; some may fall
apart as you put pressure on them –
be glad you discovered them before
they failed and resulted in a fire, flood
or asphyxiation. Elliot Thomas, a lobsterman from Yarmouth, mentioned
recently that he often has to replace

Now you are at the point of replacing some hose. First choose the hose
that is rated for the job and at least
approved by the USCG as suitable for
the marine vessel environment. I say
“at least” because the SAE (Society for
Automotive Engineers) rates hoses
for fuel compatibility and other qualities while the EPA (Environmental
Protection Agency) rates for permeability and impact on air quality.
Exhaust hose should withstand heat,
be flexible, and be non-permeable.
Fuel line hoses should be strong, inflexible, fire retardant and compatible with the fuel you use: diesel or
gasoline, possibly with an alcohol
additive such as methanol or ethanol. New gasoline mixtures show up
from time to time — make sure you
choose a gasoline that is compatible
with your fuel hoses.
In the March issue of Landings, Maine
Lobstermen’s Association executive
director Patrice McCarron wrote,
“Think about your level of preparedness on the water.” Checking hoses
and clamps is one of those commonsense efforts that contribute to preparedness. Be safe out there.

Summit continued from page 1

Approximately 160 people attended
the summit despite a mid-spring
blizzard in Nova Scotia. The tenor
of the summit, according to Irvine,
was very positive. “Generally there
is some friction between processors
and harvesters but I think it’s getting
better all the time because there’s a
lot on the line. The sector went in to
the meeting united to show the governments what it wants,” Irvine said.
At the core of the summit was discussion of the penny-a-pound levy
proposed on all lobster landed in the
three provinces. Both processors and
lobstermen would pay one cent on
each pound landed.
The levy is expected
to raise $2.5 million
(Canadian) per year.
That money would go
to fund the marketing
and promotion campaign for Canadian
lobster, which itself
would be overseen by
the Lobster Council of Canada. “We
had really good agreement about the
need to work together, not provincially,” Irvine said.

The Council is busy these days. It
is coordinating development of
Maritime-wide quality grading standards for lobster, the aim of which is to
provide an incentive to lobstermen in
all three provinces to land lobsters in
top condition for a top price. It is also
heading up a project to establish a
distinct identity for Canadian lobster.
The Council contracted with Revolve
Branding Inc. late last year to develop
a brand identity for Canadian lobster
that can be used in future marketing
and promotion in domestic and international markets. In addition, it is
involved in the Marine Stewardship
Council
sustainability certification
process for the New
Brunswick and Nova
Scotia inshore lobster
industry.

“Together we land
300 million pounds
of lobster. Enhanced
marketing is better Irvine doesn’t feel any
of competition
for both of us.” sense
toward Maine’s recent

The next step is for the different provincial governments to create legislation or amend existing laws to enable
the levy to be enacted, Irvine continued, which likely will happen later
this year. “I think there’s the political
will to get legislation to happen. Plus
there’s an election coming up in New
Brunswick,” Irvine said.

success in achieving MSC certification or creating
the new Maine Lobster Marketing
Collaborative. “The more marketing
we do for Homarus americanus, the
better it is for all us,” Irvine commented. “More markets, better markets.
Competition really isn’t an issue for
either country. Together we land 300
million pounds of lobster. Enhanced
marketing is better for both of us.”
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Trade continued from page 5

U.S. meets Vietnamese standards for
food safety then it’s OK to come in to
the U.S.,” Treat said. “This is definitely
not going to improve sales of seafood
from Maine because we’ll always be
more expensive.” The theory is that
the agreement will cause those countries with lower Phytosanitary standards to raise them to a higher level. In
practice, Treat said, that may not occur due to lax enforcement of those
standards.
The TPP also could affect labeling
standards for many products. Treat
explained that the negotiators are
drawing on earlier trade agreements
under the World Trade Organization
(WTO). The WTO, to which the
United States is a party, has overturned U.S. labeling standards for
“dolphin-safe tuna” and ruled against
the U.S. in a case brought by Canada
that successfully challenged U.S.
country-of-origin labels for beef. “In
the U.S. we have standards for what
is dolphin-safe tuna. We require the
fishing industry to ensure there is
no by-catch of dolphin,” Treat said.
However, the WTO found such standards to discriminate against Mexico,
which has its own tuna fishing industry that does not use the same fishing
requirements. “We don’t know how
the labeling issue will be handled [in
the TPP] but we do know that they
will build on previous agreements
and strengthen them,” Treat said.
The investment provisions in the TPP
also worry Treat. Through a provi-

sion called investor-state dispute settlement, companies can sue a nation
for implementation of regulations
unfavorable to that company. The
company would not go to court to do
so; instead it would go to an international arbitration panel. This process
means that U.S. laws on health, safety
or the environment that are seen as
adversely affecting trade could be
challenged by large corporations
outside of the U.S. court system. “If a
company doesn’t operate in a certain
country, it could create a subsidiary
and then sue against laws that it does
not like,” Treat said.
The effect the TPP might have on
Maine seafood producers and exporters is unclear. Removing tariffs
on seafood exports to countries such
as Korea or Malaysia would surely
be a financial benefit. But it might
also leave the door open to a flood
of cheaper seafood imported to this
country. “The question I have is, what
would a good agreement look like?”
Treat said. “What in this agreement
would make things better?”
European Union: Transatlantic
Trade and Investment Partnership
(TTIP)
The Transatlantic Trade and
Investment
Partnership
would
reduce tariffs on many U.S. and
European items. Currently EU tariffs
on lobster vary from 8% to 20%. But
the TTIP would also address many
of the same issues contained in the
TPP, such as copyright laws, investor-
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Provisions of the trade agreements that might place restrictions on labeling of
products concern those involved in the lobster industry. MLA photo.

state arbitration, and food standards.
Canada recently concluded a trade
agreement with the EU, which will remove tariffs on seafood and agricultural products.
Treat is concerned about the impact so-called “harmonization” of
laws and regulations implicit in the
agreement would have on Maine
and other U.S. states. Under U.S. law,
states must meet federal regulations
for such things as clean water or food
quality. However, states have the
right to pass their own laws that are
stricter than federal law. For example,
California long ago passed air quality
standards for automobiles that are
much stronger than EPA regulations.
According to documents leaked
from the TTIP negotiations, there
is a major effort by European Union
negotiators to preempt state regulations. “They want to make sure that
state regulations are no different
than those of the U.S. government,”
Treat explained. “In addition, some
European regulations are stronger
than those here. U.S. companies don’t
like that.”
Treat sees additional concerns for
Maine and other states which have
small, regionally recognized products. “We are marketing Maine as
a place with sustainable agriculture, sustainable fisheries. The way
things are going, we need to look very
closely at anything that supersedes
state or federal laws,” she cautioned.
Provisions within TTIP negotiations
could restrict or even eliminate criteria that favor local or regionallygrown foods as barriers to trade.
Fast Track Power
Since the mid-1970s, the U.S.
President has the power to negotiate international treaties and offer
them to Congress, which must vote
on them without amendment. The
authority was provided as a way
to reassure other nations that an
agreement reached by the U.S. Trade
Representative, on behalf of the executive branch of government, could
actually make it through Congress in
a finite period. The President’s trade
promotion authority, nicknamed fast
track authority, expired in 2007.

The Obama administration has asked
Congress to pass a bill renewing fast
track authority in order to conclude
the TPP. That, however, has not happened. “There is a bill in Congress
right now to reinstate fast track authority but it will not come to the
floor before the November elections,”
Treat said. Both Democrats and
Republicans in Congress have voiced
their unease with reauthorizing such
authority.
According to critics, fast track authority is yet another way to keep
the public from knowing what is in
these trade agreements. “It limits
review, speeds up the time frame
[ for voting], allows no changes, and
requires an up or down vote,” Treat
explained. With fast track authority,
the President would send an international trade agreement to the appropriate Congressional committees for
review. Those committees then have
45 days to report the bill out of committee. The House and the Senate
then must vote within 15 days after
the bill is reported. Once the treaty is
up for debate, it can be debated for
no more than 20 hours (no filibusters
are permitted). The whole process
can take no more than 90 days.
“Congress will probably look at
authorizing legislation after the
November election. If it passes then it
is a push for the TPP. If it doesn’t pass,
then it will be a rockier road to get
that agreement through,” Treat said.
Keeping track of these trade agreements as they are developed is difficult
since the text of each agreement is not
made public. Those interested can visit
the official Web site www.ustr.gov/tpp
to learn more about the TPP. For information about the TTIP, visit http://
ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/in-focus/
ttip/.
The Maine Citizen Trade Commission
is drafting a report on the TTIP and
Maine food policy. The commission
will be holding a hearing on the topic
in June. For further information about
the commission, visit the Web page,
www.maine.gov/legis/opla/citpol.htm.
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Value continued from page 1

Drawing on DMR landings data, Wilson
pointed out the differences in value
among the seven zones. In general, the
eastern lobster zones saw a greater increase in landings than those to the west
from 2008 to 2013.
Zone A, for example, landed 13.6 million
pounds of lobster in 2008; Zone E landed
5.6 million pounds. In 2013, the poundage in Zone A had more than doubled to
28 million pounds; Zone E by contrast
had grown less than 10% to just 6.1 million. The difference in pounds landed
translates into a difference in the bottom line for lobstermen.
Despite continuing soft prices for lobster, the lobstermen in Zone A saw revenue from lobsters grow from $46.2
million in 2008 to $73.4 million in 2013
(58% increase). Zone E actually dropped
in value, despite an increase in landings,
from $19.6 million in 2008 to $18.9 million in 2013.
The bulk of Maine’s lobster harvest continues to be in the eastern zones. Zones
A, B, C, and D comprised 52,063,004
million pounds of the 69,798,191 landed in 2008 (75%). In 2013, those four
zones landed 103,071,628 pounds of the
125,759,424 pounds landed (82%). In
Zones E, F, and G, the story was quite
different. Their landings in 2008 comprised 25% of that year’s total. In 2013,
their combined 22,687,797 pounds landed equaled just 18% of total landings.

2013 Landings and Retrospective
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Totals

A
4,784,287
6,925,944
8,679,921
8,184,828
10,131,412
11,320,872
13,296,867
11,572,214
13,598,060
16,004,495
19,500,586
20,095,261
25,737,210
28,030,532
197,862,489

B
7,095,754
4,649,900
8,071,744
6,293,001
4,542,301
5,535,684
9,205,720
7,561,808
7,901,442
10,025,158
12,133,393
13,390,821
16,931,382
17,983,766
131,321,874

C
9,480,101
9,987,653
12,358,589
11,068,232
13,185,659
13,520,156
14,461,529
13,649,226
14,732,899
16,255,040
22,933,656
24,092,265
33,689,288
32,977,489
242,391,783

D
18,274,087
13,361,539
15,699,064
16,411,546
23,295,076
20,547,774
18,327,984
14,565,443
15,830,603
19,279,908
20,408,273
24,987,962
26,005,535
24,079,841
271,074,634

E
4,519,281
4,386,992
5,187,763
4,186,146
6,066,968
5,711,080
6,410,085
5,311,982
5,688,752
5,894,717
6,007,952
6,168,365
6,708,414
6,162,778
78,411,275

F
9,847,241
6,904,247
9,985,193
5,936,417
9,171,246
8,282,804
9,375,459
7,940,152
8,796,751
10,024,892
11,515,736
12,341,996
13,799,417
12,273,940
136,195,491

G
2,992,092
2,378,577
3,643,471
2,890,298
5,181,582
3,811,491
3,616,527
2,736,410
3,249,684
3,615,669
3,616,057
3,715,830
4,172,953
4,251,079
49,871,720

Grand Total
56,992,843
48,594,852
63,625,745
54,970,468
71,574,244
68,729,861
74,694,171
63,337,235
69,798,191
81,099,880
96,115,652
104,792,500
127,044,200
125,759,424
1,107,129,266

Value
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
Total

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
18,457,040
22,826,591
30,879,859
57,815,484
14,548,823
31,578,526
10,793,564
22,954,897
15,359,487
31,665,788
41,843,668
13,353,159
20,960,837
7,751,586
29,872,001
27,684,780
41,890,354
49,854,456
16,528,204
32,555,695
12,564,540
31,832,664
24,530,898
41,529,352
59,185,105
15,458,055
21,905,956
11,270,779
42,149,148
19,478,698
54,470,483
91,464,458
23,552,867
36,215,676
21,747,517
53,873,115
26,370,564
63,454,663
93,502,666
25,355,045
37,613,210
17,779,073
53,478,254
38,271,800
59,044,851
73,101,292
25,415,592
38,136,184
15,266,808
51,476,309
33,832,517
61,186,915
61,301,342
22,708,691
34,729,642
12,593,717
46,235,035
28,746,291
52,334,334
54,084,031
19,580,999
31,079,388
12,663,350
46,119,686
31,348,939
46,460,160
54,052,522
17,862,222
29,518,699
11,929,487
63,460,032
42,182,799
74,212,751
66,714,693
19,783,599
39,100,449
13,094,559
60,788,276
44,048,278
75,056,523
79,758,038
19,887,011
41,268,410
13,264,918
64,527,745
46,347,857
87,832,977
70,024,306
18,718,240
40,247,859
13,537,746
73,387,003
51,940,092
93,510,074
72,040,792
18,960,799
39,130,080
14,975,355
$ 658,611,204 $ 452,969,591 $ 813,529,084 $ 924,742,852 $ 271,713,307 $ 474,040,611 $ 189,232,999

Looked at over the past thirteen years,
the bounce in landings in the eastern
zones is staggering. In 2000, Zone A
landed 4.8 million pounds of lobster. In
2013, that figure had increased nearly five-fold, to 28 million pounds. Zone B
went from 7 million pounds in 2000 to 18 million pounds in 2013, increasing
two and a half fold. Zone C, a zone still open to new entrants, saw landings
increase more than three fold, from 9.5 million in 2000 to 33 million in 2013.

“The increase [in eastern Maine] is partially due to warmer water,” Wilson said.
“It gives the lobsters more viable nursery area. Western Maine hasn’t seen that
much growth [in landings] because the waters were warm there to start with.
That rise in temperature also explains the large number of sub-legal lobsters
bearing eggs that lobstermen saw last summer. In general lobsters grow to sexual maturity faster in warmer water. According to Wilson, DMR’s sea samplers
last year found that 15% of lobsters sampled were sub-legal eggers, up from a
rate of 2% 25 years ago.

The majority of lobster landed in state during the past several years came from just
four lobster zones. Photo by Ingrid Gaither.

Grand Total
$ 186,899,887
$ 153,889,422
$ 210,950,030
$ 205,712,809
$ 289,078,847
$ 317,948,336
$ 302,714,781
$ 277,829,132
$ 244,723,428
$ 237,291,716
$ 318,548,882
$ 334,071,454
$ 341,236,730
$ 363,944,195
$ 3,784,839,649
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THE MAINE LOBSTER MARKETING COLLABORATIVE
AT WORK
Seafood Expo North America & Maine Lobster Pavilion
Maine Lobster had a strong presence at North America’s largest Seafood Expo,
which brings in over 18,000 attendees and over 1,000 exhibitors. Fourteen Maine
companies exhibited, with four companies under the Maine Lobster Pavilion
banner for the three days of the show. The MLMC portion of the Pavilion served
as a meeting space for Maine industry members as well as a one-stop information
source for buyers. The Pavilion was busy throughout the show.
Maine Lobster Seminar
MLMC took advantage of a new opportunity to present a sponsored educational
seminar all about Maine Lobster. Maine Lobster Biologist Carl Wilson, MLMC
chair/lobsterman Frank Gotwals and Food Network celebrity chef Michele
Ragussis presented an overview of Maine Lobster from trap to table. About 80
people attended the breakfast presentation, including several key buyers. The
presentation was so well received that SeafoodSource is turning it into a webinar,
giving us additional reach with key messages. The audience was also treated to
delicious lobster quiche donated by Calendar Islands Maine Lobster.
Maine Lobster Reception
MLMC again hosted the Maine Lobster Reception, providing over 120 national
and international buyers, dealers, fishermen and industry representatives the
opportunity to network in a relaxed space. Governor LePage offered opening remarks, and Food Network celebrity chef Michele Ragussis prepared tasting samples. Several companies supported the reception as sponsors, including Garbo
Lobster, Greenhead Lobster, Inland Lobster and The Lobster Company.

MLMC Chair Frank Gotwals (right) and chef George Mendes
presented an education seminar and cooking demonstration on
Maine lobster. MLMC photo.

Lobster Master Class
About 75 buyers and interested parties attended a Lobster Master Class, co-hosted by MLMC and Lobster Council of Canada. Maine Lobster Biologist Carl Wilson
presented background information on lobster and Chef Alain Bosse provided a lobster cooking demonstration, complete with tasty samples.

Chefs presenting Maine Lobster
Chef Wilfred Beriau presented a seminar and cooking demonstration for Maine Lobster at the American Culinary Federation Northeast Regional Convention in
April. It was an ideal place to feature Maine Lobster since the theme was ‘embracing a sustainable future.’ Chef Beriau presented background on Maine Lobster’s
long history of sustainability, as provided by MLMC. The conference attracted 500 chefs and foodservice professionals. Chef Nathan Beriau of the Ritz-Carlton San
Francisco presented Maine Lobster provided by the MLMC to a group of top chefs at the American Academy of Chefs dinner in March. Chef Michel Bouit provided
an introduction and background information about the lobster to the guests.

Maine Food & Lodging Expo
The Maine Food & Lodging Expo, held April 8 at the Cumberland County Civic Center, provided a good opportunity for MLMC representatives to talk with the
local chefs and restaurateurs and share information about upcoming promotional programs. Maine restaurants do a great job promoting Maine Lobster, and it’s
beneficial to have everyone on the same page with key messages.

Greystone Flavor Summit
MLMC launched its partnership with the Culinary Institute of America by
participating in the Greystone Flavor Summit in St. Helena, California in early
April. About 50 leading foodservice buyers attended the 3-day event. Key buyers from high-end restaurant chains and hotel, resort, casino and cruise line
sectors were invited to attend. They represented companies such as Celebrity
Cruises, Four Seasons Hotel & Resorts, Landry’s, Hyatt, Marriott, Treasure
Island Hotel & Casino and many more.
Frank Gotwals, MLMC chair and a Stonington fisherman, presented information about lobstering in Maine during an educational seminar on Maine Lobster.
The buyers were thrilled to get authentic information directly from a fisherman. They asked in-depth questions about the fishery and the product. The
seminar also highlighted Maine Lobster’s core brand values including flavor,
sustainability, heritage of the Maine lobster fishery and the community of lobstermen. Attendees were interested in the story behind Maine Lobster (the
fishermen, the communities, seasonality, etc.). They are looking for something
new and different to attract ‘millennial’ customers (21-36 year olds). Dealers
should be prepared for inquiries about new shell lobster moving forward.

At the Greystone Flavor Summit, 50 high-end chain and hotel
restaurant officials gathered to explore food and dining trends.
MLMC photo.
This page supported by the Maine Lobster Marketing Collaborative

STAY CONNECTED!
MLMC wants to make sure that you know what’s going on with the marketing program. There are several ways to stay informed. In addition to annual
presentations at the Fishermen’s Forum, the Lobster Advisory Council and the
Marine Resources Committee, MLMC will be providing regular news updates
via email and through Landings. Commercial Fisheries News is also running
monthly updates on MLMC activities.
Board meetings are open to the public, and industry members are encouraged
to attend. They are usually held the second Tuesday of the month in Rockland.
Check our website for details – www.lobsterfrommaine.com (About/Meet the
Board).

George Mendes, chef/owner of Michelin-star restaurant Aldea in New York
City, demonstrated innovative and inspiring recipes using Maine Lobster. He
also provided basic information on cooking and handling. MLMC presented an
educational seminar that MLMC will continue to communicate with the chefs
through the new digital Maine Lobster Community.
Call MLMC 207-541-9310. Email MLMC info@lobsterfrommaine.com. Join the
digital Maine Lobster community – go to www.joinmainelobster.com.
The board has been meeting bi-weekly since its inception in December in order to get a marketing plan in place for 2014. The plan was presented at the
Fishermen’s Forum as part of an annual update to the industry. MLMC also
presented the plan to the Marine Resources Committee.
The board has gone through an extensive search process in order to fill the
executive director position, including a review of over 60 resumes and interviews with seven candidates. MLMC will introduce the new ED as soon as the
position is filled.
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DMR WORKSHOP HIGHLIGHTS CHALLENGES OF
BATTLING GREEN CRABS
By Sarah Paquette
In late March, the Maine Department
of Marine Resources (DMR) organized a “how-to” workshop for municipalities to learn about ways
to deal with invasive green crabs.
Presentations covered the history
and science of green crabs, local efforts to deal with the invasion, and
possible markets for the crabs, as
well as a demonstration of methods
to convert lobster and shrimp traps
to crab traps.
Historically, people have tried to
eliminate the European green crab,
Carcinus maenas, with poisons and
electric fencing. “The poisons killed
the green crabs,” noted the workshop’s first presenter, Denis-Marc
Nault, a municipal shellfish management supervisor at DMR. “But
it wasn’t good for other marine life.”
Nault said crabs eventually learned
to avoid electric fences, rendering
them ineffective.
The green crab population has
flourished thanks to their diverse
diet, high mating rate, and ability
to survive extreme conditions. “We
kept crabs in fish totes in 90 degree
weather this past summer,” said Dr.
Brian Beal, a professor at University
of Maine. “When we opened the fish
totes three days later, those crabs
were still scurrying around!” Green
crabs originated in Europe, but are
found on every continent and on both
the west and east
coast of the U.S.
“They
actually
survive longer in
Maine than they
do in Europe. They
live an average of
three to six years
here,” Beal said.
Green crabs eat
everything: worms,
mussels,
clams,
snails, fish, grasses,
and seaweed. “And
everything can eat
green crabs,” Beal
said. “But there is no predator that
eats enough of them to keep the population in check.”

ous ways to get rid of green crabs.
Bailey Bowden spoke about the efforts taking place in Penobscot Bay
and the methods that have and have
not worked. “We tried using [different traps] and found that a lobster trap was most effective,” said
Bowden. Using a lobster trap to catch
green crabs is not legal, but DMR has
granted special licenses to people investigating ways to catch green crabs.
“We tried modifying the trap, but our
landings dropped by 70%. We also
didn’t know what to use for bait.” The
traps were first set with chicken. “We
took our leftover lunch and let the
chicken sit in the sun. Next, we tried
dog food. Then road kill. Road kill
worked great!” he said to an amused
audience. Bowden encouraged people to try trapping green crabs, but
said he doesn’t think municipal trapping will work. “We caught maybe
10% of the crab population in gear.
Everyone was really discouraged
with such a small catch after so much
work.”
Chad Coffin of Freeport said no program could be successful unless town
officials recognize the economic and
environmental impact of a shellfish
program. “What we have been doing
doesn’t work,” he said. Coffin presented a list he sees as the only options
to eradicate green crabs and restore
shellfish populations: revamp shellfish programs; implement incentivebased management; municipal
shellfish leasing;
and
research.
“Every population is impacted
by crabs. There is
a lot of frustration in efforts to
protect endangered species, but
crabs are endangering them!”

How to identify a green crab
(Carcinus maenas)
Set of five trianger spines on
each side of shell;
Three rounded lobes (bumps)
between eyes;
Last pair of legs somewhat flattened;
Not always green; color may
vary.
a problem, but that fencing needs to
be reviewed by the Corps to ensure
that endangered species such as sturgeon and salmon are not affected.
“The permit is so that nobody has to
pay a fine if the endangered species
are affected,” he said.
Les White of DMR demonstrated
how easy it is to convert a lobster and
shrimp trap to catch green crabs. “All
you need to do to make a lobster trap
into a crab trap is to cut slots in it. You

can then clip in vents,” he explained
as he clipped vent covers on a lobster
trap. “It only takes a few minutes to
make this conversion.” White said
he has deployed three styles of traps
off the DMR pier in Boothbay to test
how well they catch green crabs. “We
tried a lobster trap with added slots,
a lobster trap lined with mesh, and a
shrimp trap lined with mesh.” He said
the modified shrimp trap has worked
the best, so far. “I wanted to show you
that there are options and it is cost
effective,” said White.
DMR Public Health Bureau director
Kohl Kanwit said the intent of the
workshop was to provide information
and hear from people who have tried
various methods to reduce the green
crab population. Dawn Staples-Knox,
a teacher at Searsport District High
School, said she found the workshop
very informational. “I learned a ton
of stuff and hope to use it in my 9th
grade environmental classroom.”
Staples-Knox said the high school’s
science department is working with
Friends of Sears Island and hopes to
do a project this spring or next with
green crabs on Sears Island. “We
learn about invasive species in my
class and now I have learned we have
a big problem right in our own back
yard.” She hopes the students, as well
as other teachers, can play a helpful
role in reducing green crabs in Maine.

Green crabs eat everything: worms, mussels,
clams, snails, fish, grasses, and seaweed. “And
everything can eat green
crabs,” Beal said. “But
there is no predator that
eats enough of them to
year, Coffin
keep the population in Last
and others who
check.”
want to find ways

Harpswell harbormaster Jim Hays
said he has seen a reduction in clams
and eelgrass beds in Harpswell due to
the large number of green crabs. “The
workshop was mostly a review for me
from the Green Crab Summit held in
Orono in December. I think the only
way to manage the [green crab] problem is to focus on marketing,” he said.
He is concerned that fishermen won’t
be available to harvest green crabs
since they already work long hours.
“It will have to be a volunteer effort,”
he concluded. “Some compost companies will take green crabs and I bet
some will even put a price on them.
It’s very important [to reduce the
green crab population]; I just hope
the job isn’t too big to be managed.”
Some towns have been testing vari-

to reduce the
green crab population experimented
with fencing in Freeport. “We set up a
fence across coves,” explained Coffin.
“But we needed to leave a gap every
150 feet to let sturgeon pass through.
The crabs found those gaps [and escaped].” Coffin said the crabs also
burrowed under the fences, which
gave them a new habitat. “This year
we will attach netting below the
fence so crabs can’t burrow. The
mesh we used last year was too big;
crabs could get through.”
Jay Clement, from the Army Corps
of Engineers, warned the audience
that they would need a permit from
the Army Corps to install fencing
in navigable waters. “Our goal is to
maintain navigable waters,” he said.
“We [the Army Corps] have been
regulating work in navigable waters
since the 1970s and there have always
been special exceptions to fisheries.”
Clement said trapping for crabs isn’t

Garbo depends on the hard work and
stewardship of Maine lobstermen.

Thank you !
3RXQG5G32%R[+DQFRFN0DLQH
SHWHG#JDUEROREVWHUFRP
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In the
NEWS
ELVER SEASON STARTS
SMOOTHLY

BIGELOW LABORATORY
MAKES NATIONAL MARK

Maine’s annual elver fishing season
started slowly with prices much reduced from the 2012 peak of more
than $2,000 per pound.

The
U.S.
Food
and
Drug
Administration has approved a new
method of testing shellfish toxicity
developed by the Bigelow Laboratory
in East Boothbay. The method is
the first of its kind in the nation.
The Bigelow Laboratory tests shellfish samples provided by the Maine
Department of Marine Resources for
paralytic shellfish toxins.

The netting, selling and shipping of
the translucent baby eels to Asian
markets has been made calmer by
management changes implemented
earlier this year. The Department of
Marine Resources instituted a new
electronic swipe card system to track
the volume of elvers each fisherman
catches. Elver fishermen are also
required to be paid by check, not
in cash. The season was originally
slated to open March 22, but delays
in implementing the new regulatory
system pushed opening day back to
April 6. The season ends on May 31.
In addition, the number of pounds
of elvers that can be caught this year
has been reduced in order to comply
with the requirements of the Atlantic
States Marine Fisheries Commission.
In 2013, Maine fishermen reported
landing more than 18,000 pounds of
the tiny eels, worth about $33 million.
The quota this year is 11,749 pounds.

The traditional method involves testing the samples on mice. That process
has been used for 40 years. Instead,
lab scientists will analyze a slurry
made of shellfish. The new method
is considered more precise and efficient. Lab officials said Maine’s rollout of the program will be a model
for the rest of the United States.
European countries, Australia, and
New Zealand use similar methods.
PESTICIDE SAMPLING IN
MARINE SEDIMENTS TO
BEGIN
The state Board of Pesticides Control
will embark on a new program of sediment monitoring to focus on protecting marine life, particularly the
state’s valuable lobster fishery. The

new initiative to analyze sediment in
the near-shore environment will be
launched in summer. About 30 samples likely will be taken around Casco
Bay and Penobscot Bay, as well as at
other sites along the coast.
Research in California and other
states has raised concerns about pesticides in sediments and their potential toxicity to invertebrates that dwell
there, such as lobsters. The board has
monitored and surveyed ground and
surface water for pesticide residues
in the past. Testing was curtailed in
recent years, however, because of the
lack of adequate laboratory services.
Currently the board has contracted
with the Montana State Laboratory
for testing on a temporary basis.
WESTERN AUSTRALIA SEES
JUVENILE LOBSTERS UP

to occur earlier as well as greater intensity of winter storms.
The commercial West Coast Rock
Lobster fishery was the first lobster
fishery in the world to be accredited by the London-based Marine
Stewardship Council as an ecologically sustainable fishery in 2000.
Management changes and retaining above-average levels of breeding
stock helped maintain accreditation
through seven consecutive years of
below-average rock lobster settlement. In 2012, the fishery was the
first to be certified for a third time.

Check out the collection of unique and unusual lobster
designs & illustrations by native Maine artist Andrew M. Cook.

An assessment of Western Australia
rock lobster larval settlement is the
highest since 2000. Below-average
recruitment for the rock lobster larvae that settle on the coast was first
detected in 2006. In response the federal Department of Fisheries adjusted both commercial and recreational
catches. A new report suggests higher water temperatures in recent years
may have caused the larval hatching

www.lobsteringisanart.com

HYDRO-SLAVE
SAME DAY SERVICE AND TECHNICAL SUPPORT

“THINKING OF BUILDING A NEW BOAT?”
LET US QUOTE YOU ON A POWER STEERING OR A POT HAULER.
HAULERS AVAILABLE 8” TO 17”
• ALUMINUM BACKPLATE
• POLISHED STAINLESS BACKPLATE
• ALL STAINLESS HARDWARE
POWER STEERING AVAILABLE IN 5 CLASSES
• UP TO 120 FEET
• STAINLESS QUADRANT ASSEMBLIES
• STAINLESS HELMS
16” SPOKED WHEEL
• BRONZE
• CHROME

ELECTRIC CLUTCHES

HIGH EFFICIENCY VANE
PUMP
$544.70

5.5 HP HONDA POWER UNIT
• 11GPM @ 1500 PSI 2 Stage Pump
• Light, Versatile and Portable
• This unit will power 10”
and 12” and 14” Haulers
• Ideal for outboards and
other small boats
• Log Splitter

DUAL RAM
QUADRANT ASSEMBLY

• 100% Stainless Steel construction
• Rudder side thrust eliminated
• no stress on boat timbers

OUR NEW GENERATION SUPER BLOCKS
• 4” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 5” Low LIP and HI LIP
• 2000 lb. Capacity
• Sealed tapered
roller bearings
• Aluminum Sheaves
• Stainless Sheaves

WORLD’S LARGEST POT HAULER MFG. FOR OVER 40 YEARS
Call John for more information 1-800-747-7550 • Or visit us on
the internet: http://www.midcoast.com/~marinhyd/

MARINE HYDRAULIC ENGINEERING
17 Gordon Drive • Rockland, Maine • Fax: 207-594-9721
Email: marinhyd@midcoast.com
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May 3

June 12

42nd Annual Maritime History Symposium, 8
a.m.-5 p.m., Maine Maritime Museum, Bath.
FMI: 443-1316.

“Portland’s evolving seafood industry,” 7 p.m.,
Gulf of Maine Research Institute, Portland.
FMI: 228-1699.

May 6-8

June 14

Maine Lobster Leadership Institute workshop,
Point Lookout, Northport. FMI: 967-6221

Boothbay Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

Seafood Expo Global, Brussels, Belgium.

Rockland Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

June 15

May 7

June 29

MLA Directors’ meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s restaurant, Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.

Bass Harbor Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

May 8

July 4

Boatbuilders of Mount Desert Island, 7 p.m.,
Penobscot Marine Museum, Searsport. FMI:
548-2529.

Moosabec Reach Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

May 13
MLMC Board meeting, 1 p.m.-4 p.m., Rockland
Ferry Terminal, Rockland. FMI: 541-9310.
May 14
Lobster Zone G Council meeting, 6 p.m.,
Kennebunk Town Hall, room 300, Kennebunk.

This large lobster is left-handed.
NOAA photo.

General manager

Corey Thompson
corey.thompson@atwoodlobster.com

July 12
Searsport Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

ŽĸĐĞϮϬϳ͘ϱϵϲ͘ϲϲϵϭ ĐĞůůϮϬϳ͘ϱϰϮ͘ϯϲϳϰ
ĨĂǆϮϬϳ͘ϱϵϲ͘ϲϵϱϴ
Ϯϴϲ/ƐůĂŶĚZŽĂĚ
^ƉƌƵĐĞ,ĞĂĚ͕DϬϰϴϱϵ ĂƚǁŽŽĚůŽďƐƚĞƌ͘ĐŽŵ

July 13
Stonington Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

Eating with the Alewives Dinner, 5-6:30 p.m.,
Benton Grange Hall. FMI: 453-2292.

Maine Lobster Ride, 6:30 a.m.-2 p.m. FMI: 6234511.
Stonington Fishermen’s Day

Benton Alewife Festival, all day. FMI: 453-7191.

July 30 – August 3

May 18-23

66th Maine Lobster Festival, Rockland. FMI:
www.mainelobsterfestival.com.
August 9

May 24-26

Winter Harbor Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

Damariscotta Mills Fish Ladder Restoration
Festival, throughout each day. FMI: deb.wilson@roadrunner.com.

August 10

Re-opening for the season of the Penobscot
Marine Museum, Searsport. FMI: 548-2529.

Whichever side the crusher
claw is on, that is the
lobster’s dominant claw.

Maine Windjammer Parade, 2 p.m.-4 p.m., Blue
Hill. FMI: 374-2993.

July 20

Maine Lobster Leadership Institute PEI trip.
FMI: 967-6221

Did you know that lobsters
are either left-handed or
right-handed?

July 11

May 16

May 17

Lobster Facts

Pemaquid Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.
August 16
Long Island Lobster Boat Race, afternoon

UPCOMING

August 17

June 4

Portland Lobster Boat Race, 10 a.m.

MLA Directors’ meeting, 5 p.m., Darby’s restaurant, Belfast. FMI: 967-4555.

What’s small, silvery and, unlike the black fly, is
welcomed when it returns to Maine each spring?
Alewives.
The town of Benton holds its annual Alewife
Festival each May. This year they are adding
a public “Eating With The Alewives” dinner
on Friday, May 16 at the Benton Grange Hall.
The dinner will feature alewives fresh from the
Sebasticook River (smoked, chowder, and fried).
After the dinner attendees will have the opportunity to listen to and ask questions of Maine’s
alewife experts. Featured speakers will be Nate
Photo courtesy Town of Benton.
Gray (Maine Department of Marine Resources),
Jeff Pierce (Alewife Harvesters of Maine), Rick
Lawrence (Benton Alewife Warden), and Doug Watts (author of Alewife).
Cost is $12, and the dinner will run from 5 to 6:30 p.m. The menu includes a lobster, alewives
cooked various ways, a baked potato, a vegetable, and drinks. Tickets for the dinner can be
purchased in advance at the Benton Town Office or by contacting Diane Hebert at 453-2292. If
you would like to enter your own Alewife Chowder for this dinner as part of the Benton Alewife
Festival Chowder Contest, contact Diane Hebert also.
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EATING WITH THE ALEWIVES IN BENTON

316 Stainless Steel Truss Head, #2 sq. drive

For purchase locations
and more information
go to:
www.supertrapscrews.com

¼” #10 Unthreaded Shank
1” & ¾” Lengths, 12 TPI
Patent Pending
Will outlast all
presently available
runner screws!
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VOICES: TALES OF THE PAST FROM SWAN’S ISLAND
Johnny Wheaton was born on Swan’s Island in 1917. He served more than four
years in the Army during World War II then returned to Swan’s Island to work as
a stern man for his uncle. In 1947 he bought his own lobster boat which he fished
from for 25 years, after which he designed a new boat which he used for more than
32 years. In addition to lobstering, Wheaton built houses on the
island with one of his brothers.

hooks that you got to haul in to get the fish off.
Meghan: Do they fish differently now than they used to?
Johnny: They don’t fish that way no more.
Meghan: How do they fish? What’s the difference?
Johnny: Well, there’s no fish anymore. There hasn’t been any fish
for quite a while. So now it’s all lobstering. When I started lobstering myself, I was back home out of the service, and started
to go that way when I was twenty-nine. Twenty-nine years old
when I started to go out with my own boat. I had a hundred
and fifty traps, which at that time was a pretty good. They were
wooden traps that we built ourselves. And over the years, I did
get up to the point where I had two hundred and fifty, and I
fished ‘em myself. But now, today, they have four-hundred and
fifty and they’re wire traps instead of wooden traps, which are
easier to handle. Now, the old wooden ones weighed about oh,
probably seventy pounds or something like that.

Edited interview by Meghan Vigeant and Donna Wiegle,
November 12, 2009, for the Swan’s Island Historical Society.
Many thanks to Gwen May for providing the transcript.
Meghan: Tell me who you are, and your age.
Johnny: I’m twenty-nine. (laughs) OK. My name is John
Wheaton. And I was born on Swan’s Island and my age is -one way is 29, the other way is 92. (laughs)
Meghan: I understand that you’ve done some lobstering. Can
you tell me about that?
Johnny: Did I do some lobstering? Well, I did a little bit of it.
I started in when I was sixteen and I left to go in the service
when I was twenty-three. So, five or six years I went that way
[as a stern man], like that.
Except during the summertime I didn’t really go lobstering. I
used to work on the fish wharf. And what I mean by the fish
wharf was this was a fishing town and they brought in hake,
codfish and stuff like that there. We had to stack ‘em up and
put ‘em up. So during the summer, when I wasn’t lobstering, I
worked on the fish wharf.
Meghan: I was curious, who did you learn to fish from?

Meghan: Did you ever have trouble while you were lobstering?
Johnny: I never did get scared out on the water at all. I never
had a radar. And I never had one of those plotters, or anything
like that there. I always went by my compass, and run that way
like that, to go.
Donna: When you’re out on the water, if your boat breaks down,
do they help one another?
John Wheaton during his time in
the Army. Photo courtesy of the
Swan’s Island Historical Society.

Johnny: It wasn’t a very hard job to learn to go fishing because
I went with fishermen anyhow. Now what part do you want, fishing or lobstering?
Meghan: Well, how did you learn how to fish and how to lobster?
Johnny: I guess by going with others. Now, the fishing part is a different story
altogether, because that’s not traps. That is trawl, and a trawl means eight lines
to a tub of trawl. There’s about four hundred feet of line and there’s a hook every
three feet apart and you just bait them up and you send ‘em over. And if you
have ten tubs of trawlers, you’ve got four thousand feet and eighty-five hundred

Johnny: Oh, yeah, they always do that. I think that lobstermen,
the fishermen more or less anyway, watch out for the other fellow, more than you think so. Course, after they got the radios
and things then you could call on that. I’ve had to do that myself
two or three different times. I’d got a rope in my wheel. I had to get towed home.
So they watch out for each other. I know one time I sat down in the back cove,
I was eating my lunch. And it was kinda cool. I was setting way up in next to
the cabin doorway to get warm like that. Next thing I know there’s a fellow up
alongside of me. He didn’t see me. He give me a lesson. “Don’t you ever do that
again. Next time you’re gonna do that, you’re gonna get on the phone and say
so.” So they won’t have to worry about whether I’m overboard or not, seeing my
boat drifting. They do watch out for one another, very much so.
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Thank You ML&A
for your efforts in producing
an excellent and informative newsletter
for the lobster industry. Keep up the good work!

